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THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE PERIODICAL

One of the most glittering figures of the Augustan Age in

England was Lady Mary Wortley Montagu. In her own day,

she was admired for her beauty, respected for her intellect, but

feared for her wit; a reference to a "Lady Mary" or to a pair

of fine piercing eyes was recognized as an allusion to her. Her
life—a full one of seventy-three years—was vivid and colorful.

She was the toast of the Kit-Cat Club at the age of eight, an

ambassador's wife in Constantinople at twenty-seven, a beauty

adored but later vilified by Pope, and, enigmatically, an expatriate

for the last third of her life—though she returned to England

to die.

Her contributions to English life are considerable. She was

the introducer of the practise of inoculation, a staunch advocate

of feminism, a friend of the wits (Addison, Steele, and Arbuthnot,

among them) , a patroness of young writers (Fielding and Edward
Young), and, of course, one of the greatest of the English letter-

writers of the century that could boast of Chesterfield, Walpole,

Gray, and Cowper.

The versatility of her personality is matched by that of her

pen. Indeed, the range of her correspondence alone shows this.

The letters of her courtship are introspective and pedantic; her

embassy ones are the polished epistles of a virtuoso; those to her

sister in Paris the gay gossipy ones of a cosmopolite; and those

from her retirement the mature philosophic ones of a seasoned

mind. She wrote some verse—most of which has been published

—and her unpublished manuscripts contain her experiments in a

variety of other literary forms, including the essay.

In this small volume, Lady Mary appears for the first time in

a new, almost unsuspected role, that of the writer of a series of

essays which were published in London in 1737-38 and called

The Nonsense of Common-Sense. These essays, which have never

been reprinted or investigated, 1 are here collected and discussed

for the first time.

1 Two recent references to the periodical are the query—that went unanswered

—

in Notes & Queries of 1934 (v. 166, p. 423) mentioning the copies in the Yale Uni-
versity Library, and the ascription of 8 numbers of the periodical to Lady Mary, in

the Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature, ed. F. W. Bateson (1940), II, 663.
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The one essay which has previously been included in Lady

Mary's writings is No. VI, a copy of which survives in the Wortley

Papers owned by her descendants. Opposite the date-line of this

issue, Lady Mary admits: "wrote by me M.W.M."; and in the

margin she added, also in her own hand, two brief notes. This

single essay, probably because of the signature, was included in

the 1803 and 1837 editions of her works, but without any explana-

tion of its provenience. Then W. Moy Thomas, her most recent

(1861) and most careful editor, reprinted the essay, adding that

he had seen only one number of the periodical—No. VI, no doubt.

He dismisses the periodical by saying that it had a short run, and

that he doubted whether any complete copy existed.
2 Such is the

inauspicious career of the periodical for two hundred years!

Actually, nine numbers of the Nonsense of Common-Sense

survive. Though apparently intended as a weekly
—

"to be pub-

lished every Tuesday," promises the N.B. to No. I— it appeared

at varying intervals between December 16, 1737, and March 14,

1738, printed by J. Roberts and sold for twopence. Each issue

contains an unsigned essay on the recto side of the folio half-

sheet, with the balance made up of domestic and foreign news-

items, vital statistics, and stock and bankruptcy reports. The cap-

tion, repeated in each issue, warns: "To be continued as long as

the Author thinks fit, and the Public likes it."

This debonair "Author" was Lady Mary, and her authorship

of the periodical is not difficult to prove. For in addition to the

self-ascription on her copy of No. VI, she wrote on the top of an

issue of No. I: "all these wrote by me M.W.M. to serve an un-

happy worthy man." 2a In writing "these," Lady Mary was surely

referring to at least the five printed papers in the batch that con-

2
Letters and Works (London, 1861), II, 414. Unless otherwise designated, all

references to the writings of Lady Mary are from this edition, and all books cited

were published in London.
28 The identity of the "unhappy worthy man" I have not been able to ascertain.

Presumably he edited the paper and collected the news items. Exactly how he was
"served" is likewise puzzling, for the profits of the paper must have been slim

indeed, since it carried not a line of advertising in any issue.

A clue—false, as I shall show—is provided by a footnote that Thomas placed

under the single essay that he reprinted. In it he stated that the paper "was edited

and probably projected by the celebrated General Oglethorpe." Thomas gave no
reason for his ascription ; and I doubt that he knew of the existence of No. I with
Lady Mary's notation. Though the General was in London at the time of the pub-
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tains Nos. I, V, VI, VII, and VIII. 3 Even without her unequivocal

confession, proof that she wrote them is amply provided by their

existence in her holograph manuscript among the Wortley Papers,

together with her manuscript of the essay that appeared in No. II.

That she wrote Nos. Ill, IV, and IX— for which no manuscript

drafts have been discovered— cannot be seriously doubted on

the basis of internal evidence: their style, their political and per-

sonal bias, and their ideas are too strikingly similar to those of

the other papers to admit of any such doubt. The succeeding

examination of the periodical will demonstrate that all nine essays

are cognate.

The holograph drafts contain many of her corrections and

alterations; apparently, they were the very copies sent to the

printer, for her directions appear on several of them. On the

back of the essay printed as No. I, for example, she wrote:

"[ ] paper was printed for next [ |
sure the author will

remain
[ ] & I

[ ]
you will return me ye original, let me

have half a dozen Saturday morn." 4 On the back of another

manuscript essay, the one that appeared as No. VIII, she wrote:

"Wednesday night/I desire I may see you to morrow Evening if

possible, having many matters to communicate I can not be at

home Friday."

Probably, these messages were addressed to her printer, James

Roberts, at the Oxford Arms in Warwick Lane; and it is sig-

nificant that he had published, anonymously of course, all of Lady

Mary's previous publications that are known. A revealing ind-

ication, he was very much occupied with the affairs of the colony of Georgia.
Furthermore, he was not on good terms with the Minister, Sir Robert Walpole,
whom the periodical supports; he favored a firm policy toward Spain, the periodical

a conciliatory one; and he was renewing his friendship with Charles Wesley, the

Methodist, whereas No. VIII of the periodical attacks the "Enthusiasts," as the

Methodists were derisively called. Thus, in the absence of any positive proof, and in

the presence of circumstantial negative evidence, one must conclude that Oglethorpe
had no part in the paper. Mr. Amos E. Ettinger, author of the definitive biography
of the General {James Edward Ogletliorpe, Imperial Idealist, Oxford, 1936), has
corroborated my opinion that Oglethorpe had no connection with the periodical.

There is the possibility that Sir Robert Walpole was the man, for Lady Mary
believed him to be "worthy" (as her verses and essays show) and the virulent attacks

of his enemies as well as the death of his second wife (who was a friend of Lady
Mary's) rendered him "unhappy." (When Lady Mary started the periodical, his

wife was alive, but when she wrote the inscription on No. I, Walpole was again a

widower).
3 Now in the Yale University Library.
4 The square brackets enclose words crossed out and now undecipherable.
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mation of her relations with her printer occurs in No. V, where,

in telling how difficult it is to find a printer for her essays, the

"Author" complains that after the second number appeared,

"to my great Surprize, my Printer had thrown in a little Bawdy
at the End of a Paragraph that no way led to any Idea of that

Sort." A comparison of the manuscript with the printed versions

of No. II shows that the printer (or editor) had added to the

ninth paragraph the phrase "or like a Lover that, &c." This

addition, with its provocative &c, is distinctly smutty when read

in its context. Yet when the same printer issued her essay in No.

VII, he omitted a long slightly obscene section, perhaps because

he suffered a tardy attack of morality. 5

Among the Wortley Papers is another essay, never before

printed and undoubtedly by Lady Mary, for it too is in her holo-

graph. Entitled "An Expedient to put a stop to the spreading

Vice of Corruption," it is akin to the essays of the Nonsense of

Common-Sense, exhibiting the same political interest and ironic

tone.
6 She wrote it probably several years before she began her

periodical, and it was, in effect, a vigorous exercise for her entry

into the actual field of journalism.

5
This, as well as other editorial additions and omissions in the published ver-

sions, is inserted in the annotations.
6

It is printed here following No. IX, together with an examination of its date
of composition.
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In 1737, when the Nonsense of Common-Sense appeared,

Walpole— backed by the Court— was still firmly entrenched as

Prime Minister. But against him was arrayed a formidable

Opposition, centered in the unfilial Frederick, Prince of Wales,

and engaged in a fierce polemic war. By this time, though, one

of the Opposition's chief newspapers, Fog's Journal, had ceased

publication, and the other, the Craftsman, appeared only irregu-

larly. To bolster their campaign, Walpole's opponents began to

publish, in February, 1737, the weekly Common Sense, most of

its essays written by Lord Chesterfield and by George Lyttleton.
7

It proved to be so popular and effective that the Daily Gazetteer

and the other ministerial papers could assume only the passive role

of refutation. 8

Such, apparently, was the mission of the Nonsense of Com-

mon-Sense, the first issue of which appeared on December 16.
9

Its purpose, the "Author" insisted, was to expose social evils and

to defend moral virtue without favoring either Ministry or

Opposition. 10 But this same pose of impartiality had been as-

sumed by the rabidly political Common Sense in its first number,

and the pretense of Lady Mary's paper, which consistently sup-

ported Walpole, is equally transparent. Her very title indicates,

of course, her function as an adversary of the Opposition paper.

T Even the title of Common Sense has a political origin. At the end of Fielding's

Pasquin (1736), which attacked Walpole's parliamentary corruption, Queen Com-
mon Sense is killed, but her ghost appears to promise that she will haunt those who
murdered her. Fielding also contributed to the paper.

8 For the turbulent background of politics and journalism, see W. T. Laprade,
Public Opinion and Politics in Eighteenth Century England (New York, 1936) ;

D. H. Stevens, Party Politics and English Journalism 1702-1742 (Chicago, 1916) ;

L. Hanson, Government and the Press (Oxford, 1936) ; and M. D. Hessler, Literary
Opposition to Sir Robert Walpole, 1721-1742 (Chicago, 1936).

9 Lord Hervey, a friend of Lady Mary's and a supporter of Walpole, had
already publicly attacked Common Sense in a pamphlet, writing: "your poor sickly

Common-Sense after dwindling into Common-Place, is now sunk into such Uncommon-
Nonsense. . . ," (A Letter to the Author of Common-Sense; or The Englishman's
Journal of Saturday, April 16 [1737], p. 10.)

An involuntary puff had also appeared in the Common Sense of Dec 10, a week
before that paper's opponent appeared, in which a correspondent signing himself
Nonsense wrote: "I have the Ladies, the Poetasters, and the M on my Side."

" For the statements to this effect, see below, pp. 2, 9, 19, 20, 29.
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The opening paragraph of her first number attacks Common
Sense by name; and in four subsequent numbers, specific papers

of Common Sense are singled out for disparagement. 11

Not only was the Opposition journal attacked by name, but

specific political measures were dealt with in a way that favored

Walpole. One of the main controversies involved the freedom

of the press which the Opposition papers constantly invoked to

protect their thinly-disguised libels. As a result, the Minister's

Daily Gazetteer of December 9, 1737, called for a check on the

licentiousness of the press, and the Minister himself used stronger

measures. As reported in the news columns of the Nonsense of

Common-Sense (No. I), government agents raided two printing-

shops, seizing copies of the Craftsman and of Old Common
Sense (along with its printer). 12 One week later, the Craftsman

answered by extolling the freedom of the press; and two weeks

later, Common Sense (January 7, 1738) devoted itself to the

same areopagitic theme. This campaign was answered by Lady
Mary's paper of January 17 — and in a strikingly original man-

ner. Instead of directly defending Walpole's policy of suppres-

sion, the "Author" complains how difficult it is to find a printer

for his inoffensive moral paper, and concludes that "the Liberty

of the Press is as much block'd up by the Combination of the

Printers, Pamphlet-sellers, Authors, &c. or perhaps more, than

it would be by an Act of Parliament." 13 The implication, of course,

is that the press is persecuted not by any legal authority— Wal-

pole, in this case— but by its self-imposed, professional restraints.

In addition to suppressing the Opposition papers by seizing

them and their printers, Walpole subsidized his own pamphleteers

and newswriters with huge sums of money; between 1732 and

1741 he paid out to them more than fifty thousand pounds. 14 One
of his writers was "Orator" Henley, a clergyman who had given

up a country living to become a public lecturer in London. Be-

11
See below, pp. 7, 21, 24, 30.

12 The Gentleman's Magazine for December reprints the confiscated number of

Old Common Sense (No. 45, December 10, 1737), entitled "Of a Remarkable Tryal
for a Libel" and reports the fate of the unfortunate printer.

13Lady Mary had good cause to complain. A nota bene at the end of No. V
states that some booksellers refused to sell the Nonsense of Common-Sense.

14 A Further Report From the Committee of Secrecy, Appointed to Enquire into

the Conduct of Robert, Earl of Orford . . . (1742), Appendix 13.
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tween 1730 and 1739, he wrote the newspaper Hyp-Doctor

(published, like Lady Mary's paper, by J. Roberts), attacking

the arguments of the Craftsman. On December 10, 1737, Henley

was nominated chief priest of nonsense by Common Sense, which,

not content with this gentle compliment, ridiculed in its issue of

December 31 the courtship, marriage, and marital devotion of

the "Orator" and his recently deceased wife.
15 For this derision

Lady Mary, in her paper of January 17, took the cynical paper

to task. She went on to praise the "Orator" for his altruism and

nobility of mind. In eloquently defending sincerity and other

laudable virtues, Lady Mary conspicuously defended one of Wal-

pole's journalistic supporters and pensioners. 1'

Turning from her attack on the press— whose scurrility, typi-

cal of the work of Walpole's many journalistic enemies, she

castigates in later issues of her periodical— Lady Mary devotes

herself to the defense of the Minister's foreign policy. At this

time, his most crucial problem was England's strained relations

with Spain; but knowing that his security depended on maintain-

ing peace, he took a conciliatory attitude which the Opposition

called craven.
17 To harry the Minister, Common Sense of De-

cember 10, 1737, charged that "those Rapacious Dons have

seiz'd the Charming Farinelli as counterband Goods." This re-

ferred, as the public well knew, to the Spanish depredations on

English shipping. Though patently humorous— since Farinelli,

the renowned castrato singer, had left England the previous June

to perform at the Spanish court— the taunt provoked the "corre-

spondent" (Lady Mary) to answer in the Nonsense of Common-
Sense of January 3, 1738. She promises that Farinelli can be

replaced in England by a mechanical statue. Such a replacement,

she observes, will prevent England "from being involved in a War
with Spain: I am sure I shall at least remove one of the Reasons

we have for going to War, and the principal one with all polite

15 Her death on November 27 was reported in the General Evening Post of

November 29-December 1, 1737.
18 The news columns of Common Sense of March 4, 1738, sarcastically referred

to "Orator" Henley as "the Hyp-Doctor" and to his receiving a government pension
of £200 per annum.

" Also an advocate of peace, Lady Mary wrote (in 1748) that of "the many
palpable follies which are still (almost) universally persisted in: I place that
of war amongst the most glaring." (II, 170.)
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Ladies and Gentlemen." Her jibe was pertinent and no doubt

effective, for the public remembered that Farinelli had been the

leading member of the "Opera of the Nobility," the company

supported by the Prince of Wales and the Opposition as a symbol

of their antagonism to the Court, which supported its own opera

under Handel. And the "polite Ladies and Gentlemen" whom she

thus relieves of their principal cansus belli were, of course, the

members of the Opposition. Apart from this ridicule of the war-

mongering Opposition, a further defense of Walpole's foreign

policy is implicit in the praise which the periodical accords to

Cardinal Fleury, the French Minister, who was the butt of the

Opposition's attacks because of his pacificism and his collabora-

tion with Walpole. 18 The main reason for Walpole's fall from

power in 1742 (into a peerage) was his foreign policy; to it Lady
Mary had tried to lend her support.

In Walpole's domestic policy, the most controversial issue was

his advocacy of excise taxation, and we find that Lady Mary
defends him here as well. Because officers of the government

were given the right to invade warehouses and even homes to

levy the excise tax, the Opposition asserted that the measure

threatened the liberty of Englishmen. As a result, the London

mob was incited to such violence that Walpole chose to drop his

Excise Bill of 1733 rather than shed English blood to enforce

it. But the Gin Act of 1736, also an excise tax, was passed in

in spite of the mob and their rioting. In No. VIII of her period-

ical Lady Mary blames "the pretended Patrons of Liberty" (the

Opposition) for having incited the mob to riot against this

liquor-tax.
19 And not only does Lady Mary uphold this specific

levy, but in No. Ill she defends Walpole's general policy of

18 See below, p. 42. The next year, she wrote from Dijon to her husband:
"Everything I see speaks in praise of Cardinal Fleury." (II, 42.)

19 The Gin Act had been introduced into Parliament by Sir Joseph Jekyll, a

consistent supporter of Walpole. Lady Mary inscribed his name on the back of a

copy of No. VIII of her periodical, now in the Yale University Library. (Prof.

C. B. Tinker was kind enough to bring this signature to my attention.) Her friend-

ship with Jekyll dated back twenty-five years, when she had used his house for

clandestine meetings with her future husband. But exactly why she wrote his name
on this copy of the paper is not clear. Perhaps the notation served merely as a
memorandum that he had introduced the law. Any attempt to relate Jekyll to the

"unhappy worthy man" (of her notation on No. I) has not been fruitful. Except for

this brief defense of the Gin Act—in the eighth issue!—there is no discernable evi-

dence of her serving him.
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excise taxation with a neat apologia stating that: "the highest

Perfection of Politicks ... is, to make the Vices of the People con-

tribute to the Welfare of the State." How faithfully this epito-

mizes Walpole's tax-policy is clear, because the Minister tried to

apply the excise to tobacco (in 1733) and succeeded in applying

it to liquor (in 1736) ; both were palpable "vices of the people."

Thus Lady Mary defends Walpole and his administration on

some of their most important measures. Obviously, her defense

could have been more open and less equivocal. But since she was

aware that to affect a non-partisan attitude would lend weight

and persuasiveness to her periodical, she was compelled to in-

sinuate its ministerial bias with passing references and innuendo.

But her writing on the side of Walpole and the Court is mani-

festly clear. And modern historians, although they remark the

weaknesses inherent in the political system of Walpole's day, have,

like Lady Mary, agreed that he was an able and successful states-

man.



PERSONALITIES

When we examine Lady Mary's personal relations with the

members of the Ministry and the Opposition, we are not sur-

prised that she supported the former in her periodical. She had

long admired Walpole, holding him up to her husband as a model

of aggressiveness and success.
20 And once, when she saw a por-

trait of "Robin," as she called him, she wrote some verse plead-

ing that such a likable and admirable man should be spared the

harsh treatment which his enemies were inflicting on him. 21 One
of her closest friends, Lord Hervey, moreover, was the Minis-

try's leader in the House of Lords, its constant emissary to the

Royal Family, and its occasional pamphleteer in political contro-

versy.

But the person who was probably of greatest influence in

bringing Lady Mary close to Walpole at this time was his mistress,

Maria Skerret. She was, Lady Mary wrote, in the first rank of

her "amies choisies." 22 Their friendship was so notable, indeed,

that Pope linked them as Sappho and Phryne, who always at-

tended the auctions together.
23 How important a role Phryne

played in politics Lord Hervey indicates in a remark to Wal-

pole: that indefatigable courtier confides that "what Miss Skerrit

said of people was of importance to every man in England,"

and that in comparison with her opinions the comments of even

Lady Deloraine, the King's mistress, were of no consequence. 24

Although Hervey admits that here he intended to flatter the

Minister, his judgment must have had some basis in fact.

According to rumor, the mistress who shared Walpole's po-

litical interests had become his wife three months before Lady
Mary actually announced their marriage in No. IX of her period-

ical.
25 In a poem written by a clergyman to celebrate the long-

20
See the letter to her husband in I, 215: 1714.

21 This poetic plea is undated but was probably written after 1730. (II, 483-84.)
" I, 480: [1725].
25 "Of the Use of Riches," Works, ed. Elwin and Courthope (1886), III, 140-41.
14 Memoirs of the Reign of King George II (1931), 748.
25 The rumor appears in a letter dated November 30, 1737, from Lady Anne

Irwin (another friend of Lady Mary's) to Lord Carlisle. (Historical Manuscripts
Commission, Fifteenth Report, Appendix VI, 1897, 190.)
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delayed nuptials, the bride was praised as the "Peerless Skerret,"

and the earnest poet ends his vapid epithalamium with:

The King, the Nobles, Commons, All approve
Their happy Nuptials, and their Heav'n-born Love. 26

Lady Mary hinted that her friendship with the second Lady

Walpole, who lived only until June 4, 1738, had involved her in

politics. For she wrote to a friend in April, 1740:

I remember my contracting an intimacy with a girl in a

village [Twickenham], as the most distant thing on earth

from power and politics. Fortune tosses her up (in a

double sense), and I am embroiled in a thousand affairs

that I had resolved to avoid as long as I lived.
27

Though precisely what the "thousand affairs" were cannot be

determined, the writing of the Nonsense of Common-Sense at

Walpole's behest might very well have been one of them.

Evidence that Walpole did control Lady Mary's pen is ap-

parent in the curious appeals that Alexander Pope made to the

Minister. Before Lady Mary, in collaboration with Hervey, at-

tacked Pope publicly in her Verses Addressed to the Imitator of

the First Satire of the Second Book of Horace (published in

1733),
27a the poet had appealed several times to Walpole not to

encourage her conduct and her "libelling."
28 Certainly he would

not have appealed so zealously to Walpole unless the Minister

could regulate Lady Mary's notorious literary gifts.

Even after she had left England in 1739, Lady Mary retained

an allegiance to Walpole. From Venice, she wrote to him offer-

ing to send "intelligence, if anything happened to my knowledge

that could be of use to England." Walpole, Lady Mary explained

to her husband, sent in reply to her offer only "cold thanks," be-

cause "he imagined that I wanted some gratification."
29 In making

28
Rev. George Lumley, The Greatest Statesman and the Happiest Fair, a

Pastoral, Humbly Inscribed to the Right Honorable the Lady Walpole, 1738.
27

II, 61.
2,a The printer, J. Roberts, was the same one who published the Nonsense of

Common-Sense four years later.
28 Works, IX, 110-11, 119-20.
28

II, 128. Since none of Lady Mary's letters to Walpole has been known to

survive, there is no record of whether she did send him any intelligence. From
her account of his answer— "cold thanks"— she could hardly be blamed if she
did not.
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her offer from Italy, where Jacobite intrigue was rife, she was re-

maining a Whig, loyal to England— and to Walpole.

Her last editor, W. Moy Thomas, has assumed that because

her husband opposed Walpole and his measures, she, too, was

antagonistic to them. 30 But Lady Mary's marital obedience, per-

functory in other respects, certainly did not extend to politics.

Her husband had voted against the Excise Bill; her unpublished

essay and the Nonsense of Common-Sense indirectly favor it.

Wortley Montagu urged stern action against Spain; 31 and he could

not have approved of her facetious proposal (in the unpublished

essay on corruption) to abolish Parliament, where he was to sit,

without interruption or distinction, until 1761. 32 Although he

never joined any opposition group, always considering himself a

"Country Whig," he consistently opposed Walpole's measures. 33

Furthermore, he opposed the Minister personally by insisting that

Walpole leave the House during the debate to expel him in 1742.

There was, however, one measure on which Lady Mary
agreed with her husband and disagreed with Walpole. In No. II

of her periodical, she praises the bill to lower the interest on the

national sinking-fund from four to three per-cent, a bill which her

husband had helped to write. Actually, Walpole had opposed the

bill— through expediency rather than conviction.
34 Since the bill

had already been defeated in April, when she defended it in De-

cember, her advocacy of it must be regarded as rhetorical rather

than practical. With the exception, then, of this one measure—
ineffectually praised after its demise— the political orientation

of Lady Mary's essays is clearly in Walpole's direction.

It was not difficult for Lady Mary— friendly as she was to

the leaders of the Ministry— to write against the Opposition,

for she heartily disliked their members. Of Lord Bolingbroke,

their guiding spirit, she wrote, soon after the time of her period-

80
I, 42-43. On the other hand, J. Dallaway, the editor of the edition of 1803

of Lady Mary's works, states (I, 55) that her political sentiments were "comform-
able with those of Sir Robert Walpole, and his administration ; and she was much
connected with the courtiers of that day."

81
See his speech to the House of Commons, as reported in [R. Chandler], History

and Proceedings of the House of Commons (1742-44), X, 254-57.
32 For her horrifying proposal to abolish Parliament, see below, p. 45.
" [Chandler], op. cit., passim: 1714, 1729, 1730, 1733, 1734, 1738.
" W. Coxe, Walpole (1798), I, 503-09; MSS of the Earl of Carlisle, HMC,

op. cit. pp. 183, 184.
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ical, that she had always refused to know him because she had

looked upon him as a "vile man," whose works were as inferior as

his character.
35 She had seen him only once in her life, in the

corner of a drawing-room "in the exact similitude of Satan when

he was soliciting the court of Heaven for leave to torment an

honest man." 36 Such a man was eminently qualified to lead a

diabolical Opposition.

A rather subtle attack against the leaders of the Opposition

was launched by Lady Mary in— significantly— the first num-

ber of her periodical, where she chides the Peers who refuse to

observe the Order of Mourning for the death of Queen Caro-

line.
37 Because the late Queen had been the Ministry's most

ardent friend in the Royal Family, the Opposition begrudged her

even posthumous homage. The Order of Mourning, issued on

December 4, 1737, provided that coaches and servants need not

observe it until December 18.
38 Lady Mary's expostulation, on

December 16, is thus a warning, apparently not undeserved. Lord

Chesterfield, the leader of the Opposition in the House of Lords,

discussed the Order with Lyttleton, with the fervent hope that the

Peers "who are neither paid for voting nor mourning" would

have spirit enough not to comply. 39 His own defiance of the Order

was conspicuous enough to be the subject of comment by Jacobite

intriguers.
40 Lady Mary was not administering an idle scolding,

and that it proved ineffectual is, of course, no fault of hers. With
Lyttleton— who joined Chesterfield to write Common Sense—
Lady Mary had once been friendly, but "on the first separation

of the Royal Family" (1736) she had quarreled with him. 41

When Lyttleton became secretary to the Prince of Wales, Lady
Mary probably did not regret their ruptured friendship.

36

J. Spence, Anecdotes (1820), 234: 1740; (Lady Mary) II, 256-59, 268-69.
88

II, 365: 1759.
37

See below, p. 3.
88

General Evening Post, November 22-24, 1737.
39

Letters quoted in R. Coxon, Chesterfield and His Critics (1925), p. 69.

Chesterfield had also been a prominent "worthy Patriot" who supported the "Opera
of the Nobility," satirized in No. Ill (p. 11 below).

40
Letter from Ezechial Hamilton to the Duke of Ormonde, HMC Tenth Re-

port, Part I, (1885), 513 (January 27, 1738): "Lord Chesterfield is neither gone
into Mourning nor has he been at Court to make a Compliment of Condoleance
[sicl . .

."

41
Letter to her husband in 1751, quoted in G. Paston, Lady Mary Worthy

Montagu and Her Times (1907), 472.
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At this time, too, Pope was a notable friend of the leaders

of the Opposition, and Lady Mary's enmity toward him, already

bitter enough, must have been intensified by their political differ-

ences.
42 In her periodical, she refrained— reluctantly, we can be

sure — from attacking Pope by name, although a slur on his

work appears in No. V, where she mentions "all the Bawdy in the

Dunciad." In addition, several general derogations of poets apply

too closely to Pope to be merely fortuitous. For example, No. IV,

contrasting the importunities of contemporary poets with the

modesty of Horace when he met Maecenas, applied to Pope, the

Horace of his day. Had Lady Mary not written in a letter that

Pope had "courted with the utmost assiduity all the old men from

whom he could hope a legacy"?43 Then, in No. IX, she criticizes

the verse that is "sold by the Help of initial Letters, which are

sometimes ingeniously contrived to serve for several Names," so

that the author might escape a beating "by throwing the Applica-

tion from one to another." This was exactly what she had accused

Pope of doing when he had lampooned her as Sappho. Lord

Peterborough, to whom she had complained at the time, had an-

swered that Pope "wondered how the town would apply these lines

to any but some noted common woman," and that Pope named
"four remarkable poetesses and scribblers" as the objects of his

satire.
44 Lady Mary did not knife Pope more directly or more vig-

orously in her periodical, because she felt, probably, that her pri-

mary allegiance lay with the Minister. To attack Pope would ex-

press her personal hatred, but it would not help the ministerial

cause.

Exactly how effectual Lady Mary's periodical was in serving

Walpole cannot be gauged. Its main disadvantage was, of course,

the briefness of its run. Three of its essays were considered lively

enough to be reprinted in monthly magazines that fed on the

weeklies, though it went unmentioned in the Common Sense it

tried to refute. Still, Lady Mary was able, though obscurely and

anonymously, to express her feelings on politics with a clear con-

science in the Nonsense of Common-Sense. Since the Minister

42 For an examination of Pope's political sympathies during this period, see the

"Introduction," Imitations of Horace, ed. John Butt (1939), xxxvi-xxxviii.
a

II, 254.
44 (Lady Mary) II, 22.
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and his party were her friends, and the leaders of the Opposition

her enemies, she supported the former and their measures. What-
ever specific motives impelled her to write, she at least supported

the side she believed in.
45 She did not betray her personal prin-

ciples.

45 Nor did she write for money, if we believe her assurances to her daughter
in 1761 that she had never: "taken (in any shape) either premium or gratification for

any service that I have rendered to any of my acquaintance or supposed friends."

(Paston, op. cit., 518.)



SOCIAL SATIRE

The social problems discussed in the Nonsense of Common-

Sense were intended, for the most part, to combat arguments in

Common Sense. It is as if Walpole, deciding that purely political

matters were being adequately covered in his other papers, asked

Lady Mary to take also the gentler role of social moralist, but not

to forget her ministerial allegiance.

It is not surprising, then, that feminism is her most lively topic.

In the first number of her periodical, she advises women to wear

clothes made of wool in order to increase their comfort, enhance

their beauty, and— most important— benefit the English woolen

industry. Then, although in No. II she scolds women for having

persuaded the men to defeat the bill lowering the rate of interest,

in No. VI she complains to the world that women's advice on

serious matters is never heeded! In No. VI, devoted entirely to

the praise of women, Lady Mary tries to dissuade them from

reading (hence, from buying) Common Sense by demonstrating

to them how the Opposition's paper belittles them and gives them

vicious advice.
46 In her warm defense of women as rational beings

who deserve respect and sympathy, she zealously contributed to

the development of feminism.

She was well qualified, too, to write of "life above stairs,"

where she indulged in the same foibles and vices that she con-

demns in her periodical. Cynicism, she protests several times, is

the prevalent sin that mocks the virtuous and extols the immoral.47

What she here condemns so righteously, she had praised in a letter

to her sister describing the Walpole house-party at Houghton,

where the company had taken the "not" out of the Ten Com-
mandments. 48 As a moral reformer, she indulges in a sort of

double standard by criticizing her social class— and Common
Sense— for what she herself practised.

The upper classes are scolded also for their indulgence in lux-

** Lady Mary's opinions on women in this essay are frequently echoed in her
letters: II, 34-35, 215, 227, 230, 242, 298-99.

47
See below, pp. 22, 31-32, 39-40.

* 1,473-74: 1723.
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uries. Ladies prefer to wear imported fabrics instead of British

woolens (No. I) — although here Lady Mary's purpose is pri-

marily the championing of the woolen industry— and prefer

quadrille, silks, and laces instead of "more improving Amuse-

ment" and simple clothes (No. II). Italian singers are adored

and enriched, Italian art is collected, and French valets and cooks

are employed (No. Ill) . In this last paper, she expresses the anti-

foreign sentiment which criticized the upper class for its Con-

tinental tastes.

But in her criticism, she takes part in a significant contro-

versy of the period, that concerning luxury. Bernard Mande-

ville's Fable of the Bees: or Private Vices, Public Benefits (1714)

had set forth the cynical argument that luxury is economically

healthful. After the 1723 edition of this work, when its author

was prosecuted, champions and opponents of its attitude rushed

into print. Voltaire, too, who had witnessed the moral tempest in

England during his exile, set forth his defense of le luxe in

he Mondain (1736).4Sa Lady Mary attacks — on moral rather

than economic grounds — luxury in general (in No. IX); and

more specifically in every other paper, including the unpublished

one, except No. V: fine clothes and jewels, rich eating and drink-

ing, footmen, coaches, and levees, opera and quadrille, and paint-

ings and objets d'art. That she did not practise the austerities she

advocated goes without saying; she is again, in this instance, put-

ting her best moral foot forward.

And she used this attack on luxury— of the rich, necessarily

— as a lesson for the poor. The lower classes ought not to envy

the rich their wealth, she cautions them in No. VIII, but ought to

rejoice that they are spared the many cares of the rich.
49

Still con-

cerned, somewhat paternalistically, with the poor, she expresses

in No. I a sounder sympathy for them, when she pleads for the

English public to patronize their own woolen industry, then in a

ruinous state.
50 Extending her plea to all the poor of the nation,

48a Andre Morize, L'Apologie du Luxe au XV111° Steele .... (Paris, 1909).
72-75.

49 This idea she expresses twice in her works (I, 172; II, 469). It was prob-
ably borrowed from the first satire of the first book of Horace's satires.

80
See N. A. Brisco, Economic Policy of Robert Walpole (New York, 1907),

176-79, for an analysis of the woolen industry at this time.
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she begs "that truly noble Lord" (the King) to alleviate the

suffering and oppression of the unfortunate laborer.

Turning to the broader issues of the common man, she

preaches, in No. VI, that "Birth and Money were Accidents of

Fortune," and that the "real Distinction between Man and Man
lay in his Integrity." But in 1753 she wrote to her daughter that:

the silly prejudices of my education had taught me to be-

lieve I was to treat nobody as an inferior, and that poverty

was a degree of merit: this imaginary humility has made
me admit many familiar acquaintances, of which I have
heartily repented every one. 51

This "silly prejudice," as she called a belief in democracy, she

expresses in her periodical.

Another group whom Lady Mary treats are the professional

writers, including, in a place of prominence, the authors of Com-
mon Sense. Their writing for money, she says— though she must

have known that Chesterfield and Lyttleton were not directly de-

pendent on their writing for their living— obliges them to produce

libels and obscenities.
52 In censuring the effect of libel on public and

private reputations, she could not claim personal damages from

the papers of Common Sense; but what she says echoes closely

her complaints at her treatment in Pope's satires, to which she

owed her unfortunate reputation. In No. VII, for example, she

addresses the libelous writers thus: "If you will write ... to get

Money for menu Plaisirs . . . ,

53 When, in 1735, she asked Dr.

Arbuthnot to advise Pope to stop libeling her, she had written:

"I know he will allege in his excuse that he must write to

eat. . .
." 54

Still another opinion of hers in the periodical shows,

perhaps, her inescapable hatred for the "wasp of Twickenham."

In Nos. VI and IX of her periodical, she claims that the verse

couplet has been enervated and debased by its mechanical prac-

titioners; and, similarly, she once remarked that Pope was "in

danger of bringing even good verse into disrepute! from his all

81
II, 237. In similar vein, she wrote in 1754 that Swift and Pope "were en-

titled, by their birth and hereditary fortune, to be only a couple of link-boys."

(II, 254.)
a See below, pp. 25, 32, 40.
83 This Gallicism for pocket money is repeated by her in a letter of 1738. (II, 32.)
u

II, 21.
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tune and no meaning." 55 Although, in her periodical, she casti-

gates writers in general, she could not avoid showing the scars of

her pen-wounds at the hand of Pope.

The four groups of society whom Lady Mary probes and

prods in her periodical are women, the beau monde (her phrase),

the lower classes, and writers. Of these she writes pointedly on

all except the third, and with good reason, for she was not a

member of it. She could write well on the others because her

vigorous intellect rebelled at the inferior treatment of women,

because her position in upper-class society let her comprehend

and criticize her milieu, and because her dabbling in literature as

well as her controversy with Pope gave her an insight into the

republic of letters.

55
Spence, op cit., 237: 1740-41. This same accusation against Pope she re-

peats in her verses "The Court of Dulness." (II, 473.)



LADY MARY IN A NEW ROLE

What is especially striking in the discovery of Lady Mary as

the author of a political periodical is that any interest in politics

at all is conspicuously absent from her writings while she lived in

England. True, as a young woman she had sent her husband a

critique of Addison's Cato extolling the "love of liberty and

contempt of servitude," in rhetoric amusingly like the cant of

the Opposition that she attacks in No. VIII of her periodical.

And in 1714 she had sent her husband astute advice on his parlia-

mentary campaign. 56 Other than these youthful effusions, she never

displayed any serious interest in politics. Indeed, several months

after her periodical had ended its run, she complained to a friend

that Englishmen were blinded by "politics and views of interest,"

but in regard to politics, she wrote to the same friend, "I moralise

in my own dressing-room on the events I behold, and pity those

who are more concerned in them than myself." 57

After she had left England to live on the Continent, how-

ever, she occasionally discussed politics with her husband and

daughter when she knew her letters would not be intercepted.

She even began to write a history of her own time, because she

had "a more exact knowledge both of the persons and facts that

have made the greatest figure in England in this age, than is com-

mon." But, she reassured her daughter, she regularly burned what

she wrote, because she knew "mankind too well to think they are

capable of receiving truth, much less of applauding it."
58 Never

in her life had she "printed" (written for publication), she in-

sisted twice, nor had she ever "aimed at the vanity of popular

applause." 59

Why then, in view of her authorship of the Nonsense of

Common-Sense, did she express, in her letters that survive, such

aversion to politics and disdain of publishing? There are several

86
I, 211ff.; Paston, op. cit., 173, 187-89.

57
II, 24-25, 27 (to the Countess of Pomfret). She repeated this pose in several

other letters: II, 129, 316, 324.
88

II, 338: 1758. Two fragments—on Queen Anne and George I—survive and
are printed in her works: I, 122, 123-141.

89
11,241: 1753; 289: 1755.
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explanations for this. She considered writing for publication as

not consonant with her position in aristocratic society;— although

she might indulge in it, she dared not admit it. As an observer of

upper-class society, she had written her gossipy letters with the

polish of a self-conscious artist.
60 She had written and had been

accused of writing many verse squibs, and she had helped write

at least one published satire on Pope. She wrote also two essays,

one of them in French, which were read and admired by her

friends.
61 But all these writings, printed or circulated in manu-

script, had been the personal expression of a clever woman, ad-

dressed not to the world but to a limited audience of friends and

enemies.

As the author of the Nonsense of Common-Sense, then, Lady
Mary appears in a new role, important because it displays en-

tirely new facets in her character as a writer and a thinker. In

these essays, she, the cynic par excellence, preaches against cyni-

cism. Her editors have had to apologize for her "freedom of ex-

pression," yet here she inveighs against indecent writing. Although

in her letters she expresses a contempt for the lower classes, she

shows here a combination of philanthropy and hypocrisy toward

them. And, finally, she who was inexorably conscious of her status

as an aristocrat descends into the market-place to harangue the

mob. The essays endow her with a new dimension, as it were, and

illuminate further a brilliant figure of a paradoxical age.

These papers appeared at a time when the periodical essay as

a genre had already been crystallized by the Tatler and the

Spectator. 62 But unlike Common Sense and other periodical essays

of that time, Lady Mary's papers use no literary devices except

the fictitious letter that comprises No. III. All the other papers are

straightforward essays, without allegory, fable, tale, journal, or

dream. They are enriched, however, by quotations and allusions

from the Bible and from English and Latin poets. Her cham-

pionship of the moral virtues is reminiscent of Steele, whom she
40 She wrote to her sister, in 1726, to save her letters because they would prove

to be as entertaining as Madame de Sevigne's. (I, 499.)
41

Hartford-Pomfret, Correspondence (1806), II, 89-90: 1740; letter from
Lady Anne Irwin, op. cit., 71.

62 Tribute was paid by Chesterfield in the Common Sense of January 15, 1738:
"My ingenious predecessor the Spectator, whom I wish to imitate but without pre-
tending to equal. . .

."
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had known and admired. And except where she falls into the

stilted cadences of sensibility, the style of her prose is flexible,

plain, and trenchant, with the true ring of colloquial coin. One
has only to yawn over the political pamphlets and periodicals of

the period to realize how bright the Nonsense of Common-
Sense is.

The periodicals of the Augustan Age— from the Tatler and

the Spectator through the IVorld and the Rambler— tried to

reform England. 63 They cajoled, scolded, preached, wept, and

bullied, helping to make England a sturdy and sensible John Bull.

And Lady Mary's Nonsense of Common-Sense played a minor

but distinguished part in this pageant of eighteenth-century man-

ners, morals, and politics.

63 Lady Mary wrote of the Spectator and the Rambler, that they raised the

moral tone of English life by appealing to readers who read nothing else. (II, 279:

[1755].)
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Numb. L*

NONSENSE OF COMMON-SENSE

To be continued as long as the Author thinks fit, and the

Publick likes it.

FRIDAY, December 16, 1737.

PROVERBS i, 4.

To give Suttlety to the Simple, to the young Man Knowledge

and Discretion.

The Title of this Paper would appear very absurd, if these

Words, Common-Sense, were to be now understood in the same

Manner they were last Christmas^ when they were supposed to

mean that low Degree of Understanding, which directed a rea-

sonable Man in the Course of his ordinary Affairs; for as to all

Projectors and Refiners in Politicks, under whatever Shape they

appeared, they were never believed to be under the Guidance of

Common-Sense. But these poor Words have since been applied

very differently ; they now mean a certain Paper with many Flights

and small Reason, that is handed about at Coffee-Houses and Tea-

Tables, for the Amusement of the Idle, the Entertainment of the

Malicious, and the Astonishment of the Ignorant, who are very

numerous in this Part of the World.

Out of a real Compassion for these poor People, and being

as sensible as the Author himself, of the Necessity of good Oecon-

omy under the present Pressure of National Debts, I would ex-

hort all his Gentlemen and Lady Readers seriously to consider

the Value of Two-Pence, before they bestow it on a Paper not

worth One Farthing.— Tho' it may sometimes tickle the iras-

cible Particles in their Constitution, yet there is nothing more
dangerous than this Indulgence of Spleen. — Besides, that it de-

* The annotations to the essays will be found at the end, beginning on p. 50.

1
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prives them of that good Humour to which they owe the most

agreeable Moments of Life, it puts many to great Expence, some

in Drams, others in Harts-horn, to raise their Spirits, after the

Phantoms presented to their Imaginations by this formidable11

Paper.

I will therefore out of pure Charity administer some Comfort

to them, amidst the dismal Apprehensions they are Weekly fright-

ened with. And as this Author takes the Liberty of blaming what-

ever he dislikes, I will positively praise whatever I think right;

tho' I foresee I shall be supported in this Design by no Party

whatever.

The usual Way of answering one Satyr is by another, and the

Conclusion drawn from reading both, by any indifferent Man, is,

that there are Rogues on both Sides; which is no very comfort-

able Reflection. Now I will leave all Rogues to the Remorse

of their own Consciences, and the Confusion that is the natural

Consequence of ill-concerted Villany, without any Mention of

them at all, and proceed to the Defence of any reasonable At-

tempt I see, tho' it should be attended with the most unreason-

able Murmurs against it.

I begin with the Regulation of the present Mourning, which

is so highly advantageous to the Woollen Manufacture, the staple

Commodity of these Kingdoms, the natural Growth of our own
Lands, and the Support of the Poor, reduced now to a very low

Ebb, by the Luxury and ill Taste of the Rich, and the fantastick

Mimickry of our Ladies, who are so accustomed to shiver in

Silks, that they exclaim at the Hardships of Warmth and De-

cency.

Notwithstanding the great Respect I bear to their Sex, I

confess I do, not only applaud the present Order, that confines

them to appear in Stuffs, but wish that the Winter Court-dress was
for ever to be Cloth, which is capable of imbibing the most beau-

tiful Colours, and might be ornamented by Lace and Embroidery
to the utmost Magnificence. — I would indulge my fair Country-

women in Lustrings for the Summer, which, in this Climate, never

begins earlier than June, and is sure to end in September.— The
other nine Months I would have them appear in a Habit that does

Honour to their own Country, and would be an universal Benefit to
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the Nation.— The Gentry would feel it in the Payment of their

Rents, and the Tenants in the Sale of their Wool. — And, what

should touch our pretty female Hearts, 113
I can assure them it

would be highly advantageous to their Complexions.— Many
cold Faces I have seen at an Opera, deckt in slight Tabbies and

Peaudesoys, 2 and disfigured with Red Tips of Noses, would have

had an agreeable Glow of natural Heat, if their Bodies had been

covered with the warm Produce of our native Sheep.

I do not doubt but the Encouragement of the Woolen Trade

had some Share in his Majesty's Consideration, together with

the Respect justly due to the Memory of his beloved Consort. —
The Covering of the Coaches with Black Cloth will be a sensible

Benefit to the Clothiers, and the Expence only fall on those who
can afford it.

3— No Man is compelled to keep an Equipage; and

if there be any Peer that cannot honestly afford to pay for it, I

think he may honourably discharge it.
4

Footmen and Coaches never appeared to me amongst the

Necessaries of Life. — I own I am a Friend even to every Tax
that is or can be laid on Superfluities; and I am so compassionate

towards the industrious Poor, as to see with Horror the Oppres-

sions of the wholesale Monopolizers over the miserable workers.

— This is particularly to be seen in the Cloth Trade, where the

utmost Cruelties and Oppressions are used against the helpless

Labourer, who after being beaten down with the greatest Hard-
ness in the Price of his Labour, is forced to take his Payments in

Commodities of half Value, which he must sell as he can.— I can-

not help hoping, that truly noble Lord who has shewn so un-

common and so generous a Compassion in the Relief of the

Wretches thus distressed within his own View, will extend his

Charity yet further, by getting a general Redress of the Oppres-

sion groaned under all over the Nation, where the Master Trades-

men without Mercy grind the Faces of the Poor, who are vainly

industrious, and whose Families suffer more real Misery5 than

the Slaves in Jamaica and Algiers*

N.B. Numb. II. of this Paper will be published on Tuesday
the 27th Instant, and from thenceforth the Paper is to be pub-

lished every Tuesday. 1



THE Numb. II.

NONSENSE OF COMMON-SENSE

To be continued as long as the Author thinks fit, and the

Publick likes it.

TUESDAY, December 27, 1737.

NEHEMIAH v. 5, 10.

We bring into Bondage our Sons and our Daughters, to be

Servants; and some of our Daughters are brought into Bondage
already, neither is it in our Power to redeem them: for other
Men have our Lands:

/ pray you let us leave of this Usury.

I have always been an humble Admirer of the Fair Sex. Nay,

I believe, I think of them with more Tenderness, than any Man
in the World. 1— I do not look upon them as Objects of Pleasure,

but I compassionate the many Hardships both Nature and Cus-

tom has subjected them to.— I never expose the Foibles to which

Education has inclined them; but, contrary to all other Authors,

I see, with a favourable Eye, the little Vanities with which they

amuse themselves; and am glad they can find, in the imaginary

Empire of Beauty, a Consolation for being excluded every Part

of Government in the State.— But with all this Fondness for

them, I am shock'd when I see their Influence prevail, in Opposi-

tion to Reason, Justice, and the common Welfare of the Nation. 2

It is their Tongues that have so loudly exclaimed against the

real Patriot Scheme for reducing Interest; and this united Tattle

has had Force enough to put a Stop to the most reasonable Design

that has appeared in publick for a long Time; for I do not be-

lieve the Insinuations of those who suppose great People so child-

ishly vain to reject a Scheme for no other Reason but because

it did not first come from themselves. I am persuaded the British

Mothers, Sisters, and Mistresses, for Wives are out of the

Question, have exerted their Authority on this Occasion, and have

met with astonishing Success.— I would therefore offer some

4
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plain Reflections to their Consideration, which possibly they have

not yet heard.

That we are a Trading Nation, I suppose they may have

been told; but how far the high Rate of Interest is detrimental

to our Trade, may not have come to their Knowledge. Yet there

is nothing more certain than that, whilst our Interest is so high,

it brings in more Money than the same Sum would do employed

in Trade, reckoning for the Hazard and Trouble attending Com-

merce.— Men who are naturally addicted to Pride and Laziness,

will even chuse a less Profit that leaves them their Time to

throw away, with the polite Accomplishment of being good for

nothing, rather than venture their Money in merchandizing, with

the Scandal of being Traders; and there is no Way of making

these Drones serviceable to the Publick, but by forcing them to

improve their Money this Way, or renounce all their darling

Expences.

It is now a common Thing even for Shopkeepers, to employ

only a small Part of their Stock in Trade, the rest goes into the

Funds; and if they can leave each Daughter £500 they are

Gentlewomen for Life.— These Projects would be destroyed by

a low Interest, and the aforesaid Daughters bound out to honest

Trades might in their Sphere contribute to the Wealth of their

Country.— I know, I shall be answered: It is not the Interest of

these Mechanicks that gives us any Pain: It is very indifferent

what becomes of them; but then there are many Ladies of high

Birth with the small Fortunes of 5 or £6000 and how can they

live upon 2 or 3 per Cent? Very easily: Very agreeably; if they

can abandon Quadrille and fine Cloaths.— It is to be hoped they

will substitute some more improving Amusement in the Room of

the first; and I can assure them, that the second is of no Manner
of Advantage to their Persons, of which, I do not doubt, they will

have a very sensible Demonstration this Winter. All Ladies are

now obliged to appear in Stuffs and plain Linen; and yet, I do

not question, they will make as glorious a Campaign as ever they

did in their Lives; and have as many Conquests to boast of, as

when they shined in Silks and Laces.

But this Nation is now over-run with an odd Sort of Nuns, of

a strange wandering Order, that declare against Marriage, if they
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cannot marry very great; and in the mean Time crowd all the

publick Places, and enjoy every fashionable Folly.— 'Tis true,

many of these grow weary of their Scheme about Five and forty,

and then bestow their Money to advance an Ensign; but alas

!

they are then passed doing any Service to their Country; and if a

low Interest had put this System out of their Heads, and they

had accepted an honest Merchant at Twenty, there had been so

much more Money employed in Trade, 3 and perhaps ten or twelve

Children that might have been useful to the Publick in different

Stations of Life. — However, if these Virgins are so far en-

amoured with the State of Celibacy, to exclaim against the Cruelty

of being obliged to be Wives, it is but conforming to a plainer

Habit, and they need submit to no such Necessity.

If I must suppose there are great Numbers of Ladies in these

narrow Circumstances, I will suppose at least one in twenty of

them to be handsome enough to make the rest of their Sex de-

sirous of looking like them: What a great Advantage then will

they bring to their Country by the Suppression of Luxury, when
the plainest Dress will be thought the genteelest.— As to the

old Maids, I see no Calamity arising from it, if they are driven

by this Reduction to some more retired Part of the Kingdom,

from whence their Prayers, which ought to be their chief Employ-

ment, will be as well heard as from this Metropolis.

I hope I have now convinced the ornamental Part of Man-
kind, that Lowering of Interest is not attended with such terrible

Consequences in relation to them.— As to the Men, I believe the

Generality of them see plainly the Profit arising from it to the

Merchant in the Increase of Trade, to the Landlords in the Value

of their Estates, and to the King in his Customs. — As to the silly

Objection of Foreigners drawing their Money from hence, when
they are no longer tempted to let it lie here, by the Interest

being higher than in their own Country, these Objectors should

consider, that the longer it stays, the more we pay; that it is not

Gold and Silver, but Bills of Exchange, perhaps without valuable

Consideration, that were sent hither from those foreign Countries;

and that they eat us out with our own Money.* 4

* N.B. The Spaniards and Portuguese, the only Nations from whence Gold
and Silver is imported, have no Share in our Stocks.
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I tremble to think of the great Sums due to Strangers, and I

know no Expedient but this to pay those Debts and preserve the

Credit of the Nation. — We have too long mistaken Paper for

Money, and I wish we are not at length deceived in as melancholy

a Manner as the Farmer who bought a Horse of Dr. Faustus, and

found him a Bundle of Hay the first Water he came into.
5

The Interest of Money in England was once Ten per Cent.

I believe there is no one now living who will not agree, if that

exhorbitant Interest had gone on, we had long since been ruined;

yet I do not doubt, on the first Reduction from Ten to Eight per

Cent, there were Men in those Days that made use of the same

Arguments that are talk'd now against the Lowering of Interest.

— However the Patriots of those Days 6
(I call every Man so,

in or out of Court, that acts for the real Good of his Country)

pursued their Point; and we are sensible how much we are obliged

to them. — A new Benefit arose on sinking it to Six; and we
gained yet more Advantage by reducing it to Five. — Why then

should we stop? Why should we not believe we should thrive

better, was it sunk to Three per Cent?1— We have experienced

the good Effects of the Management of our Fathers, Let us leave

our Sons something to thank us for, and despise weak Clamours,

whatever Kindness we may have for the Exclaimers. 8— Like a

tender Mother who forces necessary Physick down the Throat

of a beloved Infant, tho' it squawls and struggles with all its

Strength; or like a Lover that, &c. 9

I shall be told, perhaps, that in order to keep up to the Charac-

ter of my Paper, I should offer some little Criticism on the Papers

of last Saturday; but I will take no Notice of the Stuff called

Common-Sense, whenever it is either dull or unintelligible; and

therefore, I believe, I shall meddle with it very seldom. — I think

his last Libel very cruel on a Dramma so long forgotten, par-

ticularly his barbarous Reflection on Mr. H , the only Per-

son I can guess he means by Prince Prenesto, because he per-

formed that Part.— That Gentlemen is now retired, and not

very prosperous, therefore should obtain Oblivion at least from
every good-natur'd Man. 10

I intend to attack all vulgar Errors which now go under the
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Name of Common-Sense. — I will preach against mistaken

Charity, false Honour, and ill Taste, where-ever I think I see it.

N.B. Numb. III. of this Paper to be published next Tuesday.
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NONSENSE OF COMMON-SENSE

To be continued as long as the Author thinks fit, and the

Publick likes it.

TUESDAY, January 3, 1738.

To the AUTHOR.
SIR,

I fancy your Paper is not so much designed either to support

the Measures of the Court, or to justify the Complaints of the

Patriots, as to expose common Prejudices and vulgar Errors

wherever you meet with them. It is on this Account I apply myself

to you; for as I intend to get Money from both, I would not

offend either; and we Foreigners are seldom, you know, great

Zealots either in Politicks or Religion, our chief Principle of

Action being, to serve those by whom we get most Money, which

is the only End most of us have in sojourning amongst you.

As I have met with a most kind and generous Reception in

this Country, I have taken a Liking to the Country and People,

therefore would wish to pass the rest of my Days in the Country,

and shall always be proud to serve the People. — I have observed

with Regret the almost universal Prejudice, especially among
your Quality, in favour of the Singers of my Country: I consider

with Grief the vast Sums yearly sent out of the Nation for the

Purchase of Creatures, most of whom may properly be said to

be quite useless in their Generation. 1

Now as I understand the Business of Statuary, Machinery,

and Musick, as I have made myself famous in the two first

Branches, I have thought of a Method by which the Curiosity

of the Quality, and the Vanity of those that mimick them, may be

satisfied without costing the Nation near so much Money. —
Some of the latter will, I doubt not, upon Sight of this, exclaim

and say, They wonder at my Impudence in imagining, that any of

9
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the polite Customs or Appetites of Persons of Quality like them,

can be called common Prejudices, or vulgar Errors. — I know

the Prejudices of Persons of Quality are generally too costly to

become common, and their Errors differ in this from the

Vulgar, that a vulgar Fellow discovers his Error, and often gives

it up, as soon as he finds it hurts him; but a Person of Quality is

seldom made wiser by Experience, nay often hugs his Error

after it has left him nothing else to hug. Therefore to please all

Parties, I shall, if they think fit, call this melodious Phrenzy, a

Quality Prejudice; and if I cannot remove it, I hope, I have hit

upon a Way of allaying it, at a much less Expence to the Nation. 2

By my Art, I have found out a Method of making a Statue

imitate so exactly the Voice of any Singer that ever did, or ever

can appear upon the Stage, that I'll defy the ravished Hearer to

distinguish the one from the other. Nay, what is more, this

Statue shall sing any Opera Air the Audience pleases to call for,

and shall chant it over again and again, as long as they please to

cry, Ancora, which is an Honour, I presume, they will as often

confer upon my artificial Machines, as ever they did upon any of

the natural Machines of Italy; and to add to the Astonishment

of all Persons of polite Taste, it shall perform at first Sight any

the most difficult Piece of Musick the learned Mr. H / can

compose. 3— Then, Sir, by the Help of my wonderful Art in

Machinery, I can make my Statue walk about, and tread the

Stage with as good a Grace, and look upon the Pit with as much
Contempt, as ever did the famous Senesino;4 by which Means it

will be able to perform its Part in the Recitativo, and shall rage

with Fury, die away in Raptures, or stare with Amazement
and Surprize, in as natural a Manner, and with as true a

Taste, as any Actor that ever trod the Stage; for the great

Advantage of my Actors will be in this, that when they come to

the Performance, they will observe, with the nicest Exactness, the

Instructions they received from the learned and ingenious Criticks

at the Rehearsal, without confounding the Justness of Action

with any fanciful and absurd Gesticulations of their own.

Beside this Advantage, with respect to the Action, I must

take Notice, that this Project will be a great Ease to the ingenious

Superintendant of the English Diversions, as his witty and fa-
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cetious Countrymen are pleased to call him, 5 and to the Directors

of the Academy of Mustek, who have often been obliged to use all

their Art, and all their Politicks, to pacify the domestick Feuds

of the Opera Stage, and to reconcile the several Actors and Ac-

tresses to one another6— and to the Parts allotted them respec-

tively; for which Purpose those worthy Patriots, to the high

Emolument of their Country, and to their own immortal Renown,

have often watch'd whilst others slept.
7 To this I must add, that

it will likewise be an Advantage to all future Compositions of

Musick; for every one knows, that the Justness and Beauty of

the Composition, in Operas as well as Plays, has been often sacri-

ficed to the Humour of a splenetick Actor, or vapourish Actress,

who was to act the Part. Whereas I can undertake that my
Dramatis Persons shall never have any Feuds, nor shall any of

them find Fault with the Allotment of the several Parts. Both

these Advantages are acknowledged by the aforesaid Superin-

tendant, and also by Mr. H /, and for this Reason both of

them very much approve of my Project.

It would be endless to sum up all the Advantages of this

Project, for I can give my Statues not only the Shape but the

Air and Mien, the Gestures, and even the Queerness or Oddities

of any Actor, Male, Female, or Neutral. I have already got one

made so exactly resembling the famous Farinelli, that it is im-

possible to distinguish the one from the other, either by seeing,

hearing, or smelling, and neither of them, you know, are fit for

being tasted or felt.
8— In this Production of my Art, I can

assure you, I rejoice exceedingly; for I do not know but I may
thereby be able to preserve the Tranquillity of Europe, and to

prevent this Country, which I beg leave now to call my own, from

being involved in a War with Spain: I am sure I shall at least

remove one of the Reasons we have for going to War, and the

principal one with all polite Ladies and Gentlemen, which is that

of their having rob'd us of that charming Singer, in whom we
certainly had an undoubted Property, by that very Title upon

which they lay claim to the whole Continent and Islands of

America, I mean the first Possession. I say I shall remove this

chief Reason for a War; because my Copy will serve our Pur-

pose every bit as well as the Original, and will cost us much less
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Money yearly; and surely we are not become such Don Quixots,

as to go to War meerly for a Point of Honour, which, when ob-

tained, would be a Prejudice to the Nation.9

I have likewise got another Statue already made, so exactly

resembling Senesino, that the beautiful Lady who laments his

Absence in such moving and melancholy Lays, will again, I hope,

hold up her Head. Methinks I see her in the Side-Box just re-

covering from her mournful Posture, and a Ray of Joy brighten-

ing up her Countenance, upon my Senesino's approaching from

behind the Scenes. 10 As I have always had a great Regard and

Affection for the fair Sex, as I sympathize with them in all their

Sufferings, especially such as proceed from Love, it will give me
great Pleasure to find I have relieved any one British Lady from

Distress; and tho' the Song be applicable but to one, I am told it

is the Case of many of the pretty Ladies of this Island, which

makes me use all possible Expedition. For this Purpose Cutzoni

and Faustina are both now in Hand, 11 and will be finished by the

Time my Project is ripe for Execution; with this Advantage, that

I have taken Care to form them so as that they shall never fall

out, or form any Parties in the Kingdom, where, I think, if a

Foreigner may be allowed to say it, there are too many already;

and for the Comfort of all old Misers as well as jealous Ladies,

I shall now assure them, that I can answer for the Chastity of all

the Actresses I shall bring upon the Stage, which, I believe, is

more than any Master of a Stage in Europe will undertake.

In short, I shall not only oblige the Publick with a Review of

all the fine Italian Singers they have ever heard, or heard of; but

I propose like oar Quality Cooks, to travel, not to study, but

in order that I may furnish this rich and flourishing Kingdom, with

every new Singer that shall hereafter become famous in Italy,

or any other Part of Europe. Nay, if any young Nobleman, upon

his Return from his Travels, shall set our Quality agog after

some new Singer just blazed out at Venice, Naples, or Rome, I

shall presently take Post, and with the utmost Expedition, bring

him over in Effigy, without costing the Nation any Thing but the

Expences of my Journey. So that our Ladies who never were,

nor ever desire to be out of the Sound of Beau Bells,
12

shall be as

well acquainted with, and shall talk as politely and learn'dly of
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the Voice, the Manner, the Grace, the Action, &c. of all the fine

Singers of Italy, as any young Heir, who has spent many Thou-

sands in his Travels, without bringing his Country or Family any

one other Piece of Knowledge or Advantage in return.

It is easy to see what a vast Sum of Money will be saved to

the Nation yearly by this Project; nay, considering the great

Collections we have already got of Italian Pictures, Statues, Busts,

and Antiques, and the many French Valets, and Cooks we have

amongst us, I do not know but it may cure our young Nobility

and Gentry of that Fondness for gadding beyond Seas, which is

at present so Epidemical in this Country; because there will then

be nothing worth while to be seen or learnt either in France or

Italy, but what may be had in our own Kingdom; in which Case

Foreigners would not see near so much of our Money, nor near

so much of our Foolishness, as they have done for many Years

past.
13 However, I do not propose to diminish the Price of an

Opera Ticket, or that any of my Singers shall perform in private

for a less weighty Purse than the proudest of our late Performers;

for this, I know, would spoil all; nothing can be fit for Persons

of an elegant Taste that can be had at a small Price. Yet I am
not so avaritious as to propose to take all the Profits to myself:

On the contrary, I shall be satisfied with my net Charges, and a

very moderate Salary. As for the Residue of the Profits, which

will certainly amount to a large Sum yearly, the Disposal of it

shall be left to the great Wisdom of the Directors of the Academy

of Musick; in which Case I would humbly propose, it should be

distributed yearly by Way of Charity, for the Subsistence of those

antiquated Beaus and Belles, who in their younger Years had
ruined themselves by attending Operas, Masquerades, &c.

This is a Proposition which almost convinces me of my being

a deep Politician; for the highest Perfection of Politicks, they

say, is, to make the Vices of the People contribute to the Wel-
fare of the State.

14 In the common vulgar Way, a Man provides

for old Age by the Industry and Frugality of his Youth; but

by this you see, we shall make a Man provide for old Age by the

Idleness and Extravagance of his Youth; which may very prob-

ably be hereafter of great Service to many Persons of Quality

and Distinction; so that the present usual Exclamation in Fits
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of Extravagance or Debauchery, / must go upon the high Way
at last! will soon, I hope, be turned into this more honest, and

therefore, I humbly think, more honourable Exclamation, / must

come upon the Opera at last!

I could shew many other publick Benefits which must neces-

sarily accrue from this Project, and as to its Success, when once

set on Foot, I do not in the least question it. No Nation, I find,

is more fond than this of Novelty and Variety: As for Novelty,

I am sure no such Thing was ever attempted before, or so much

as imagined, not even by any of our Travel-Writers; and as for

Variety, one may easily see we have an inexhaustible Source; for

if new or living Voices should fail us, if the Pope should turn

Christian and forbid Mutilation prepense, 15
I do not see what

should hinder us from bringing Orpheus, and the other antient

Grecian Musicians upon the Stage : I am sure no Man, no, not

even any of the Members of our Antiquarian Society, so famous

for their profound Skill in useful Learning, could say that either

the Voice or the Person was not the same; and it is not the first

Time a modern Performance has been put upon our best Con-

noisseurs for an Antique.

Your publishing of this, Sir, may contribute to the Success

of my Project, and as it is calculated for saving to the Nation

the Expence of a very odd Sort of common Prejudice, I hope

you'll comply with my Desire. I am,

SIR, Your most humble Servant,

BALDUCCI.

N.B. Numb. IV. of this Paper to be published next Tuesday.
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There are in this Country, and in all Countries, some Customs

which appear at first View so ridiculous, that one is apt to wonder

how they came first to be established; yet if we enquire into the

Origin of the most ridiculous Custom, we shall find it proceeded at

first from Reason, and that it is nothing but a good Custom turned

to a ridiculous Use by Vanity or Ostentation. — I must however

except from this Rule many Customs which proceed from Super-

stition; for very few of such Customs can be impeached of having

Reason either in their Foundation or Superstructure.

That of a great King or great Minister's having a Levee, was
certainly a very reasonable Thing at first; for as such Men have

always a vast Multiplicity of Business, they cannot spare a par-

ticular Hour for every Person who may want to speak with them,

or to present a Petition to them; therefore the Hour of their

Dressing was appointed for all those who had not very serious

Business, or who could not get Access at any other Time; and

as every Man had then free Access, it prevented Kings from being

made the Tools of their Ministers, as well as Ministers from being

made the Tools of their Favourites and Slaves.

But now every Creature that has got a great Title, or a great

Estate, must have a Levee, whether he has any Business or no;

and many who have great Titles with small Estates, have Levees,

not because they have Business, but because they have Creditors.

— Thus Levees are made ridiculous by many of those who now
pretend to keep them; for nothing but Multiplicity of Business

can intitle a Man to keep a Levee; no Title can, not even that

of Royalty itself, unless where the King has Ears and Eyes of
his own; nor can any Post intitle a Man to such a Privilege, if he

IS
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is to be but a Puppet in a Post, and to move in it only by those

Springs which are under the Direction of another.

Then with respect to those who are to be at Levees: These

Assemblies were certainly at first entirely dedicated to Business,

so that no Man came there to shew his Face, but to shew his

Business; nor was that precious Hour to be taken up by great

Favourites, or by those who had Matters of great Importance

to communicate, which could not but take up a great deal of

Time. As Favourites are always basking in the Sun of Power,

they ought not, by their Interposition, to prevent his Rays falling

on those to whom he never appears but in those few and fleeting

Moments; and as the whole Crew of Attendance at a Levee are

always upon short Subsistence, those who have Business of Im-

portance ought to open in the shortest Manner what they have

to communicate, and desire a particular Hour for explaining them-

selves more fully, otherwise they may consume the Allowance

of the whole Company, which is neither honest nor fair.

But the original Design of Levees seems now to be quite

altered, for at our modern Levees few but Favourites appear,

and most of them come there only to shew their Impudence and

Assiduity. If a Stranger goes now to such an Assembly, especially

if he be a modest Man, as Men of Merit generally are, he is

hustled into some Corner, and so overshadowed by the Crowd
of attending Slaves, that it is impossible for the most piercing

Eye to dart thro' the thick Cloud, in order to pull him from Ob-

scurity. Then as all Men are fond of making the World believe they

have the Ear of a King or Minister, every impudent Fellow will

whisper, tho' it be nothing but an impertinent Joke, as every Joke

must be at a Time which a great Man sets a-part for Business

only. By this Means the Levees even of our real great Men are

become quite useless both to them and to their Country: Nay they

are really become such a Farce, that I wonder the ingenious Mr.
H th has never thought of obliging the World with such a

Piece as a modern Levee. I am convinced he would succeed as

well as he has done in his Modern Midnight's Conversation; be-

cause I am sure the Cringes, the Grins, and the fawning Counte-

nance of a thoroughbred Levee-haunter, would make as droll a

Figure, as the Ideot-Face or Bedlamite Posture of a drunken Sot
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or frolicksome Debauchee; and to grace the Piece, a P n will

seldom be wanting in the one as well as in the other.
1

These Reflections were occasioned by reading one of Horace's

Satires,
2 where that admirable Poet describes his first Introduc-

tion to Meccenas, and where we may see the good Sense of the

Ministers as well as the Modesty of the People of that Age, or

at least of such as that Minister chose to be his Favourites: I do

not find any Authority for saying that Ministers had then what

we now call Levees; but let me suppose Meccenas had a Levee

once or twice a Week as our Ministers now have, and that he had

the same Method of picking up Favourites. If this had been the

Case, the poor, good-natur'd, bashful Horace would never have

been a Favourite with him or Augustus. Horace was introduced

by Virgil and Varius, two of Mec<enas's most intimate Friends.

According to modern Custom, this would have been a sufficient

Introduction for Horace, to have shewed his Face at that Minis-

ter's Levee for many Years after; and by great Assiduity and

great Impudence, in cracking a Joke every now and then, he might

at last have become a Favourite; but notwithstanding this power-

ful Introduction, Horace never went back again, so much as to

shew his Face to this great Minister, till he was sent for, which

was not till nine Months after.— This is a sufficient Testimony

that the Favour of Ministers was not then, as now, to be gained,

like the Kingdom of Heaven, by Violence.

The great Men of this Age seem to think, no Man is fit to be

imployed who does not sue for Imployment, nor any Man fit to

be made their Friend, who does not impudently and assiduously

court their Friendship; and this Mistake among the Great has

produced a very troublesome Opinion, I am sorry I cannot now
call it a Mistake, among the Small, That the only Way of gain-

ing any Favour from the Great, is to be teasing and importunate.

Whereas, if either judged rightly, the Great would consider, that

those who are most capable of Imployment, are generally least

fond of it, and never will sue for it, if it is to be obtained only

by long Attendance and great Importunity; and the lower Rank
of Men would consider, that good States-men have no Time to

spare either for paying or receiving Visits, therefore no Man
ought to go near them but when sent for, or when they have
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some real Business to communicate; for when a great Man has

a Mind to have a Party of Pleasure, surely he ought to be allowed

to chuse his Companions; and in this respect he ought to take

particular Care to make choice of Men of Merit and Character;

he ought to be so far from allowing Men to force themselves

upon him by Impudence and Assiduity, that he ought to be diligent

in searching for and associating to himself those who are eminent

for Virtue and Knowledge; because the World will form a

Character of him from the Characters of those who are his Com-
panions upon such Occasions.

Modesty, or even Bashfulness, seems to have been a Quali-

fication necessary for recommending a Man to Augustus or

Meccenas. Virgil was remarkable for his Bashfulness; and by the

Account Horace gives in this Satire, of his first Introduction to

Meccenas, he seems to have been none of those impudent fa-

miliar Coxcombs, who now make themselves the chief Com-
panions of most of the Men of Rank and Quality in this as well

as every other Country of Europe. The Custom of the Augustan

Age was so far different from the present, that, I believe, the

Reason for Meccenas' s being so long before he sent for Horace,

after his first Introduction, was in order to put his Modesty to the

Trial; and that if Horace had from that Introduction assumed to

himself the Privilege of attending constantly afterwards at that

great Man's Levee, which we now most ridicuously call, paying

his Court, he would never have been chosen by that Minister

as one of his Friends, nor would he ever have been made his Com-
panion in any of his Parties of Pleasure.
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I have seen the World in a great Variety of Lights, but till

very lately, never saw it in the Light of an Author, nor was sen-

sible what Difficulties those poor Creatures are obliged to struggle

with. — I always believed we enjoyed at present the Liberty of

the Press, and I was confirmed in this Opinion by observing, that

some People even abused that Liberty to a Degree of Licentious-

ness; and without respect to the highest Characters, or a due

regard to moral Truth, endeavoured to raise Laughter, and get

Readers by the severest, and sometimes by the most unjust

Raillery. — This provoked me to handle a Weapon very new to

me, and take up my Pen in Defence of good Nature and good
Breeding. — I very well foresaw that so innocent a Design would

meet with but small Applause; and, as I declared in my first

Paper, I did not expect to be supported by any Party. — I was
not ignorant, if my ultimate Intention had been the Sale of my
Writings, that I chose a very wrong Plan.— The Herd of Read-

ers only seek for Gratifications of their own Envy; and as Mr.
Dryden has said somewhere,

The Reader's Malice helps the Writer' s out.

It is very easy to be witty in marking out the Frailties of par-

ticular Men, or at least to appear so to those who are willing to

believe, the Pleasure they receive from a Libel, rather rises from
the Author's Wit than their own Ill-nature; when God knows,

a very small Portion of the first, with a large Quantity of the

other, will put off the coarsest Stile, and the most trite Conceits,

that were ever wrote by or . I was sensible of

this, yet I thought that an honest indifferent Subject of England
might utter his own natural Sentiments without any molestation

19
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whatever; and that the worst Misfortune would be, the Censure

of being very dull, when he confined himself to antiquated Morals

without Satire, Puns, or double Entendres.

You shall hear by a plain Story how much I was mistaken.

— I carried my Paper with great Innocence to the first Printer

come into my Head, not enquiring what Party or Principle he was

of; believing it ought to be as indifferent to me, as the Religion

of my Shoemaker, when I bespeak a Pair of Shoes, supposing he

would follow my Orders upon being paid for his Labour. — He
read it over with great Earnestness, and being charmed with

the Novelty, gave me many Thanks for chusing him for the

Publisher; and assured me with very significant Gestures, it was

lucky that I did not go to any of his Brethren, who would have

used me ill. — I did not trouble myself with enquiring what he

meant, but desired him to print away, and a few Days after, car-

ried him my second Paper. — I then found him in a very dif-

ferent Temper; he told me in a great Fright, that he had not

questioned I intended to write against the Ministry. — That his

Bread depended on that Set of People. — That he was told by

some of my Readers, that I was on the other Side, which he

never could have supposed a Gentleman of my Appearance to

be. — That the Court Writers were a Parcel of miserable Hire-

lings; and he should be undone, if he was thought to be employed

by them.— I could not help laughing at his Scruples, and had the

Patience to read over my Paper three Times to him, and en-

deavour to make him comprehend that there was not one Party-

stroke from one End to the other of it. He sighed, shook his

Head, and murmured several Times to himself, This will never

take; and then turning short upon me, said, Sir, What if you clapt

in a Home Reflection or two about Sir I own it is very hard

to find any thing new to say against him. — A little Dash against

'Squire , his Competitor, might sell too. — When he found

me not willing to comply with these Projects, But, Sir, added he

vehemently, here is no Waggery: If you are obstinately bent not

to be read by the Politicians on either Side, you should try to

please the Ladies and the fine Gentlemen of the Age: A Joke

now and then would be very acceptable; if you have none of your

own, tho' that's strange methinks, there are a great many of
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Durphy's Plays and Tom Brown's Epistles that you may steal

from safely, they being mostly out of Print. I have a Collection

by me at your Service.
1— I gave him Thanks for this courteous

Offer, but utterly refused making use of it; and told him my
Intention was to write to those that could admit of plain Reason-

ing, without any Touches of that Kind.— That I was not yet per-

suaded, that there was not still a considerable Number of honest

Men and modest Women in the Nation, and it was to them I

dedicated my Labours. — With some other Persuasions, and the

Money paid before-hand, I prevailed on him to promise to print

my last Paper, though, I saw, he left me with a visible Discon-

tent in his Countenance, and a great Contempt for my whimsical

Way of Thinking.

However, my Paper appears the Tuesday following, but to

my great Surprize, my Printer had thrown in a little Bawdy at

the End of a Paragraph that no way led to any Idea of that Sort.
2

— You may imagine how much I was provoked; I blotted it out

of the few Copies I sent to my Friends, and immediately sent for

the Fellow to expostulate with him, but found him as much out

of Humour as my self. I'll assure you, Sir, said he, in a Heat,

I have done all I could for the Service of your Paper; but it is

a damn'd ministerial Thing, and the Hawkers refuse to sell it,

and the Coffee-houses will not take it in, and if you will rail at no

Body, nor put in no feign'd Names that every Body may under-

stand, all the Bawdy in the Dunciad will not carry it off.
3— Here's

a Paper, continued he, pulling the Common Sense of December

31, out of his Pocket. I'll engage this shall be read all over the

Kingdom. Do but observe how wittily this polite Author rallies

Mr. Henley in his Affliction.
4 What a charming Jest he makes

of all Sentiments of Friendship and conjugal Affection. Then there

is something very sly in the Sneers upon the Words Piety, Af-

fability, and Sincerity. — He had gone on much farther in his

Praise of this Paper, with which he was delighted, but that find-

ing my self beginning to be angry, I told him coldly, that he

should be no longer be troubled with mine; and that I found my
self entirely unqualified to be an Author according to his Taste.

After he was gone, I began seriously to consider the Injustice

and ill Consequence of the Paper he recommended. I look upon
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Tenderness and Grief as the Excrescencies of Virtue. They are

only to be found in the humane and honest Mind. As only such

a one is capable of the Impression of a sincere Friendship, di-

vested of all interested Views, the Sincerity of such a Friendship

never appears in so strong a Light, as by the Marks of Respect,

and the Tears we pay to the Ashes of a dead Friend, from whom
we can expect no Return. — Whatever Services are done, or

Professions made, to a living Friend, even those to one in Distress,

as rarely as they happen, may possibly be in a View of receiving

some Pleasure or future Advantage from them, since no Body
is thrown so low by Fortune, but some Accident may make them

useful to those even in the highest Rank; but when the Expres-

sions of our Love can never reach their Knowledge, they can

only proceed from a Heart truly touched, a real Gratitude for

past Obligations; and are real Effects of Love and Esteem.

How amiable appears to me a Heart capable of such an At-

tachment! — How rare is it to see a Friendship continued for

a Length of Years without Decay! — It is natural for weak

Minds to grow weary of any Engagement that lasts long; and

it is beyond the Power of Merit to fix a light or engage a selfish

Man. — 'Tis, in my Opinion, the best Measure we can take of

any one's Value, to know how far they are capable of being a

Friend. — I could, on this Occasion, quote the greatest Authors

of Antiquity; few have ever been capable of such Friendships

as they have described, but hitherto all have seemed, at best, to

respect those who could feel such disinterested and delicate Senti-

ments. — We are now in an Age that they are become the Ob-

jects of Ridicule and we are told, we are to laugh at the most

legitimate Sorrow, and despise the noblest Proofs of the noblest

Mind.

My Head being full of these Thoughts, I could not help

throwing some of them together, which I intended to publish,

and carried them to a declared Printer on the Court side, not

with any View of listing myself under him, but despairing of pre-

vailing with any others to print for me.— I confess I was used

with more Civility. My Paper was courteously read over, but

returned with, Sir, I can print nothing against the Ministry. —
This is not against any Ministry, answered I, either past, present,
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or future. — Why, I own, said he, it is very well couched, and I

cannot directly point where the Sting lies; but it must be so, for

I never heard of any Volunteers in their Service, and you are

not recommended to me by any considerable Person; but if it

should be so, and that you desire to be taken notice of, in order

to be taken in, let me tell you, Sir, it is taking Bread out of other

Men's Mouths; and between you and I, Sir,
4a considering their

Number, there is not too much comes to every Man's Share.—
I interrupted him by saying, this was only intended to be a moral

Paper. — A moral Paper, cried he, starting, And how do you

expect to get Money by it? I do not propose to get Money by

it, said I. — Upon which he turned from me with the Air of com-

passionate Contempt, with which good-natured People look upon

those they suppose Non compos mentis.

I am now convinced by these Trials, that the Liberty of the

Press is as much block'd up by the Combination of the Printers,

Pamphlet-sellers, Authors, &c. or perhaps more, than it would

be by an Act of Parliament; and that without Bribery, or some

Methods tantamount to it, it is as impossible for a Man to

express his Thoughts to the Publick, as it would be for one honest

Fishmonger to retail Turbots in a plentiful Season, below the

Price fixed on them by the Trade. I have with much ado pre-

vailed on an obscure Printer to print this plain Story; and the

poor Fellow is half frighted out of his Wits, for fear his Fra-

ternity should find out he dares print without their Permission. 5

N.B. Whereas, we have been informed, that Gentlemen have

sent to several Booksellers and Pamphlet-shops for this Paper,

and have had for Answer, They had none of them, nor could

find any of them; we are, therefore, obliged to give Gentlemen

Notice, That when they receive any such Answer, it is only be-

cause the Bookseller, or Pamphlet-seller, will not be at the Pains

to send for what they want ; for the Publisher of this Paper, where
every one may be supply'd, is well known to all the Booksellers

and Pamphlet-sellers in Town. 6 In all such Cases it would be

easy for Gentlemen to insist upon being supplied with whatever

they want by those they usually deal with; for every Bookseller

and Pamphlet-seller must know where to find any thing just pub-

lished, and often advertised.
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NONSENSE OF COMMON-SENSE

To be continued as long as the Author thinks fit, and the

Publick likes it.

TUESDAY, January 24, 1738.

I have always, as I have already declared, professed myself

a Friend, tho' I do not aspire to the Character of an Admirer of

the Fair Sex; and as such, I am warmed with Indignation at the

barbarous Treatment they have received from the Common-
Sense of January 14, and the false Advice that he gives them. 1

— He either knows them very little, or like an interested Quack,

prescribes such Medicines as are likely to hurt their Constitu-

tions. — It is very plain to me, from the extreme Partiality with

which he speaks of Operas, and the Rage with which he attacks

both Tragedy and Comedy, that the Author is a Performer in

the Opera: And whoever reads his Paper with Attention, will

be of my Opinion: Else no Thing alive would assert at the same

Time the Innocence of an Entertainment contrived wholly to

soften the Mind, and sooth the Sense, without any Pretence

to a Moral, and so vehemently declaim against Plays, whose End
is, to shew the fatal Consequence of Vice, to warn the Innocent

against the Snares of a well-bred designing Dorimant. 2 You see

there to what Insults a Woman of Wit, Beauty, and Quality, is ex-

posed, that has been seduced by the artificial Tenderness of a vain,

agreeable Gallant; and, I believe, that very Comedy has given

more Checks to Ladies in Pursuit of present Pleasures, so closely

attended with Shame and Sorrow, than all the Sermons they have

ever heard in their Lives.2a— But this Author does not seem

to think it possible to stop their Propensity to Gallantry, by Rea-

son or Reflection : He only desires them to fill up their Time with

all Sorts of Trifles: In short, he recommends to them Gossiping,

Scandal, Lying, and a whole Troop of Follies, instead of it, as

the only Preservatives for their Virtue.

I am for treating them with more Dignity, and as I profess

24
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myself a Protector of all the Oppressed, I shall look upon them

as my peculiar Care. I expect to be told, this is downright Quix-

otism, and that I am venturing to engage the strongest Part of

Mankind with a Paper Helmet upon my Head. I confess it is an

Undertaking where I cannot foresee any considerable Success,

and according to an Author I have read somewhere,

The World will still be rid'd by Knaves,
And Fools contending to be Slaves. 5

But however, I keep up to the Character of a Moralist, and

shall use my Endeavours to relieve the Distressed, and defeat

vulgar Prejudices, whatever the Event may be. Amongst the

most universal Errors, I reckon that of treating the weaker Sex

with a Contempt which has a very bad Influence on their Conduct.

How many of them think it Excuse enough to say, they are

Women, to indulge any Folly that comes into their Heads?
This renders them useless Members of the Common-wealth, and

only burdensome to their own Families, where the wise Husband
thinks he lessens the Opinion of his own Understanding, if he at

any Time condescends to consult his Wife's. Thus what Reason

Nature has given them is thrown away, and a blind Obedience

expected from them by all their ill-natured Masters; and on the

other Side, as blind a Complaisance shewn by those that are In-

dulgent, who say often, that Women's Weakness must be com-

plied with, and it is a vain troublesome Attempt to make them

hear Reason.

I attribute a great Part of this Way of thinking, which is

hardly ever controverted, either to the Ignorance of Authors,

who are many of them heavy Collegians, that have never been

admitted to politer Conversations than those of their Bed-makers,

or to the Design of selling their Works, which is generally the

only View of writing, without any regard to Truth, or the ill

Consequences that attend the Propagation of wrong Notions.

A Paper smartly wrote, tho' perhaps only some old Conceits

dressed in new Words, either in Rhime or Prose : I say Rhitne,

for I have seen no Verses wrote of many Years. Such a Paper,

either to ridicule or declaim against the Ladies, is very welcome
to the Coffee-houses, where there is hardly one Man in ten but
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fancies he hath some Reason or other to curse some of the Sex

most heartily. — Perhaps his Sister's Fortunes are to run away

with the Money that would be better bestowed at the Groom-
Porter's; or an old Mother, good for nothing, keeps a Jointure

from a hopeful Son, that wants to make a Settlement on his

Mistress; or a handsome young Fellow is plagued with a Wife,

that will remain alive, to hinder his running away with a great

Fortune, having two or three of them in love with him.— These

are serious Misfortunes, that are sufficient to exasperate the

mildest Tempers to a Contempt of the Sex; not to speak of

lesser Inconveniences, which are very provoking at the Time they

are felt.

How many pretty Gentlemen have been unmercifully jilted by

pert Hussies, after having curtisied to them at half a Dozen
Operas; nay permitted themselves to be led out twice: Yet

after these Encouragements, which amount very near to an En-

gagement, have refused to read their Billets-Doiix, and perhaps

married other Men under their Noses. — How welcome is a

Couplet or two in scorn of Womankind, to such a disappointed

Lover; and with what Comfort he reads in many profound

Authors, that they are never to be pleased but by Coxcombs? and

consequently, he owes his ill Success to the Brightness of his

Understanding, which is beyond Female Comprehension. — The
Country 'Squire is confirmed, on the elegant Choice he has made,

in preferring the Conversation of his Hounds to that of his

Wife; and the kind Keepers, a numerous Sect, find themselves

justified in throwing away their Time and Estates on a Parcel of

Jilts, when they read, that neither Birth nor Education can make
any of the Sex rational Creatures; and they can have no Value

but what is to be seen in their Faces.

Hence springs the Applause, with which such Libels are read;

but I would ask the Applauders, if these Notions, in their own
Nature, are likely to produce any good Effect, towards reform-

ing the Vicious, instructing the Weak, or guiding the Young?—
I would not every Day tell my Footmen, if I kept any, that their

whole Fraternity were a Pack of Scoundrels; that Lying and

Stealing were such inseparable Qualities to their Cloth, that I

should think myself very happy in them, if they confined them-
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selves to innocent Lies, and would only steal Candles Ends. On
the contrary, I would say in their Presence, that Birth and Money
were Accidents of Fortune, that no Man was to be seriously de-

spised for wanting; that an honest faithful Servant was a Charac-

ter of more Value than an insolent corrupt Lord; That the real

Distinction between Man and Man lay in his Integrity, which

in one Shape or other generally met with its Reward in the

World, and could not fail of giving the highest Pleasure, by a

Consciousness of Virtue, which every Man feels that is so happy

to possess it.
4

With this Gentleness would I treat my Inferiors, with much
greater Esteem would I speak to that beautiful half of Man-
kind, who are distinguished by Petticoats. — If I was a Divine,

I would remember, that in their first Creation they were de-

signed a Help for the other Sex, and nothing was ever made in-

capable of the End of its Creation. 'Tis true, the first Lady had

so little Experience that she hearkened to the Persuasions of an

impertinent Dangler; and if you mind, he succeeded by per-

suading her that she was not so wise as she should be.
5

Men that have not Sense enough to shew any Superiority in

their Arguments, hope to be yielded to by a Faith, that, as they

are Men, all the Reason that has been allotted to human Kind,

has fallen to their Share. — I am seriously of another Opinion.

— As much Greatness of Mind may be shewn in Submission as

in Command; and some Women have suffered a Life of Hard-

ships with as much Philosophy as Cato traversed the Desarts of

Africa* and without that Support the View of Glory offered him,

which is enough for the human Mind that is touched with it, to

go through any Toil or Danger. But this is not the Situation of

a Woman, whose Virtue must only shine to her own Recollection,

and loses that Name when it is ostentatiously exposed to the

World. — A Lady who has performed her Duty as a Daughter,

a Wife, and a Mother, raises in me as much Veneration as

Socrates or Xenophon; and much more than I would pay either

to Julius Ccesar or Cardinal Mazarine, tho' the first was the most

famous Enslaver of his Country, and the last the most successful

Plunderer of his Master.

A Woman really virtuous, in the utmost Extent of this
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Expression, has Virtue of a purer Kind than any Philosopher

has ever shewn; since she knows, if she has Sense, and without

it there can be no Virtue, that Mankind is too much prejudiced

against her Sex, to give her any Degree of that Fame which

is so sharp a Spur to their greatest Actions. — I have some

Thoughts of exhibiting a Set of Pictures of such meritorious

Ladies, where I shall say nothing of the Fire of their Eyes, or

the Pureness of their Complexions; but give them such Praises

as befits a rational sensible Being: Virtues of Choice, and not

Beauties of Accident. I beg they would not so far mistake me,

as to think I am undervaluing their Charms: A beautiful Mind
in a beautiful Body, is one of the finest Objects shewn us by

Nature. 7
I would not have them place so much Value on a Quality

that can be only useful to One, as to neglect that which may be

of Benefit to Thousands by Precept or by Example. — There will

be no Occasion of amusing them with Trifles, when they consider

themselves capable of not only making the most amiable but the

most estimable Figures in Life. — Begin then Ladies, by paying

those Authors with Scorn and Contempt, who, with a Sneer of

affected Admiration, would throw you below the Dignity of the

human Species.
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NONSENSE OF COMMON-SENSE

To be continued as long as the Author thinks fit, and the

Publick likes it.

TUESDAY, February 14, 1738.

I am very much entertained with the Variety of Censures

that are passed on my harmless Paper, which I hear almost every

Day with an indifferent Face, and to say Truth, without much
Violence to myself, not feeling the paternal Affection that most

Authors do for their Productions; neither my Fame nor Fortune

being any way affected by their Success. — My Acquaintance think

me no more qualified for a Writer, than for a General; and even

in this Nation of Parties, I have preserved my self so unspotted

by any of them, that I am not suspected of being engaged either

in Court or Country Interest.— I make use of this Expression,

in compliance with the familiar Phrase of the Age; for the Dis-

tinction is really absurd: The Court has no true Interest but

the Welfare of the Country; and the safest Foundation of the

Happiness of the Country, is the Support of the present Govern-

ment, as by Law established.

I confess these Reflections foreign to the principal Design

of my Papers, which are only intended, as short Essays of

Morality. 1— I shall leave to the Authors of Common-Sense, the

full Possession of their Puns and Ordures, both now and ever-

more; and to the Gazetteer2 the happy Talent of such easy

Panegyrick and polite Satyr, that none of his Readers would be

able to guess what Paragraph was design'd for either, if he did

not with great Humanity instruct us in his Meaning, by signifying

to us the Names of those he intends to write of. This singular

Accomplishment can never be sufficiently paid, is really beyond
Imitation, and, in my Opinion, very inoffensive: Nor am I so far

misled by my Ambition as to attempt to rival him.

I would willingly renew, amongst Readers, that Taste which

was once so universal, when Sir Richard Steele entertain'd, before

29
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he appeared attached to any Party, but that of Virtue and good

Sense.
3— That Gentleman had the Glory of pleasing, without

the Assistance either of Lewdness or Malice.— I am willing

to believe there yet remains so much Politeness in the Kingdom
of Great Britain, that a great Number of both Sexes are still

capable of being delighted with what is rational, rather than what

is absurd, and do not want any of those Haut-Gouts to relish a

Paper. — It is indeed a Proof of a very depraved Appetite, when
the Taste of reading must be excited by coarse Raillery, or such

wretched double Entendres as can mean but one Thing. — These

Authors seem to have forgot the great Authorities of the Earl

of Roscommon, the Earl ofMidgrave and Mr. Cowley ; the first

of these has declared, that the want of Decency is the want of

Sense;* and in the Art of Poetry, we find this manner of Style

mentioned with the greatest Scorn.

Bawdry barefac'd, that poor Pretence to JFit.
5

Mr. Cowley, notwithstanding the Roughness of his Verse,

pleases me with the Justness of his Sentiment, when he says,

speaking of Wit,

'Tis not when two Words make up one Noise,

Jests for Dutch Men and English Boys.

In which who finds out Wit, the same may see

In Anagrams and Acrosticks Poetry.

Much less can that have any Place,

At which a Virgin hides her Face.

Such Dross the Fire must purge away. 'Tis just

The Author blush there, where the Reader must. 7

It is impossible to avoid these Reflections, on reading the

late Productions of the Club of People who think they have

monopolized Common-Sense; and if they mean by that Preten-

tion, the Sense of the common People, I agree, that they appear

possessed of the way of Thinking that used to be peculiar to the

lowest of that Class. The Papers of Jan. 21,
8 and Jan. 28, seem

to be wrote by the very Inspiration of Gin, and calculated for the

Amusement of all the blind Allies in and about Holborn, Fleet-

Ditch, and the Seven-Dials. 9 There are scattered in them many
antient Water-Jokes, which shew the Author's Inclination to
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Plagiary, tho' he wants Taste to steal what is valuable, and

puts me in Mind of Petty-Larceny Dealers, who with great

Art and Contrivance rob Country Yards of old Brooms, broken

Glass-Bottles, and decay'd Washing-Tubs. These very Fellows

would perhaps spare Plate or Jewels if they lay in their Way,

either from Ignorance of their Value, or not knowing what to do

with them when they had got them; but I do not think the

Meanness of the Mischief any Excuse for committing it: When
a Creature does all the Harm in its Power, tho' that should

happen to be but very little, it is a very mischievous Creature;

and a Flea is as ravenous after Blood as a Lion, and has no

better Plea for Mercy.

Thus I am exasperated by these Insults on Modesty, tho' I

am convinced the Attempts are too dull, and too gross, to cor-

rupt even the lowest Form in the Boarding-School; and I am
more than ever determined to write in Defence of moral Virtue,

tho' I should be opposed by all the Printers, Ministers, and

Patriots that flourish in this Age, and think with Seneca, Avida

est Pericidi Virtus.™ It is, I confess, very possible that these my
Labours may only be destined to line Trunks, or preserve roast

Meat from too fierce a Fire; yet in that Shape I shall be useful

to my Country. — Pyes and Band-boxes will be the better for

me. — In the mean Time I am pleased with my own Endeavours

to serve the Publick, and while I am writing I chase from my
Mind many uneasy Thoughts that would be very troublesome to

myself. Thus I do good at home, if I have not the Happiness of

succeeding abroad.

The Taste of the Times is wholly turned to Joking, and the

general Affectation of it has even introduced it into the most

serious Assemblies, and where the most important Matters have

been considered. — The ill Consequences of it were not at first

foreseen, but has been very sensibly felt. — I am a Friend to

Mirth, but I am shock'd with it when it is improperly imploy'd,

or endeavoured to be raised at the Expence of Decency or

Morality. Tully has said justly,
11

// is very possible to be extreme

Happy without being extreme Merry ; and I have often observ'd

the loudest Laughers to be the dullest Fellows in the Company.
— I am not recommending that Sort of Gravity which is the
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Effect of Pride, or the Mask of Stupidity. It is a Praise not below

the highest Genius, to know how to trifle agreeably; but when
Horace speaks of its Delight, he adds, that Propriety of Place

is necessary, 12 and I will join, a Propriety of Subject. — When
Honour, Probity, and Friendship, are publickly jested with, there

requires a very uncommon Strength of Mind to dare to avow
the Practice, or even an Approbation of Sentiments that are so

often the Subject of Ridicule.

It is very true, that many Years ago there was a Sort of

extravagant Worship paid to them. Some young Gentlemen of

more Fire than Reflection, have thrown away their Lives on

mistaken Punctilios of Honour; and I have read of Nuns that

have cut off their Noses to hinder Temptations arising from their

Beauty. I confess these Mistakes were very fatal to some few;

but how inconsiderable was that Mischief in Comparison with the

Corruption of the Whole? I had rather hear of half a dozen

Knights Errant clapt up in Bedlam, tho' they should be of the

best Families, and twenty Hermits gone to end their Days in the

Mountains of Wales or Scotland, than to hear People of the

highest Rank applauding such Maxims as one should only expect

in the Cells of Newgate, and see Papers lying on the Toilets of

great Ladies, that are only fit to be perused by those of Drury-

Lane.

I would for once address myself to the Authors, tho' I can

hope for small Amendment from Men who seem to have lost all

Sense of Shame.

My Lords, Gentlemen, and Others,

I do verily believe there is not one amongst you, but may in

some Capacity or other, be Useful or Ornamental, either to the

Publick or to your own Families. Your very Papers, such as they

are, shew me you have been at School, and learned your Book
tolerably well.— If you will write from a Redundancy of Fancy,

or to get Money for menu Plaisirs, remember that you are then

speaking to your Country; that the Notions of Virtue, tho' you

may perhaps fancy you see through the Fallacy of them your-

selves, are necessary to be propagated, and without them, even

you, with all your Wit, Beauty, and Learning, will be cuckolded

and cheated by your Wives and Servants. Consider also that if
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you go on in writing at this dirty Rate, it will be in the Power of

a very ordinary Author to out-write you in your own Stile, es-

pecially if he can afford to keep a Girl that understands her

Trade; she will furnish several new Hints, as you may be in-

formed by many old Gentlemen that keep Wenches merely for

their Conversation. But why will you Wits, Gentlemen, and

Politicians, submit to the Imitation of such Jokers? Take my
Word for it, these stale Attempts at Humour meet with no

Applause, but from the Admirers of Durphy's Ballads, who
sing the Winchester Christning, because there is a pretty Jest in

it.
13 Leave them to the miserable Writers for Daily Bread, with

the Two-pences that they collect by such little Arts from Green-

sickness Misses, and Boys, before they have learned Latin. 14
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NONSENSE OF COMMON-SENSE

To be continued as long as the Author thinks fit, and the

Publick likes it.

TUESDAY, February 21, 1738.

PROVERBS iii. 13, 14.

Happy is the Man that findeth Wisdom, and the Man that getteth

Understanding; for the Merchandize of it is better than the

Merchandize of Silver, and the Gain thereof than fine Gold.

Reams of publick Papers, which out of great Idleness I

have read for these many Years last past, have been filled with

Dissertations upon the Word Liberty, which has been wrested to

great Variety of Purposes, without one Definition of the true

Signification. — Even the lowest of the People 1 apply it to the

Service of their own Passions, be they never so irrational and

destructive. — We can have no greater Demonstration of this

Truth, than the Liberty they now take, not only of evading but

of resisting the late Law, that was necessary even for the

Preservation of the human Species in these Kingdoms: I mean
that against the common vending Spirituous Liquors. — And I

cannot help thinking these publick Riots, in open Defiance of the

Legislative Power, to be in some Measure occasioned by the

ill understood Arguments of the pretended Patrons of Liberty. 2

I am not now going to declaim in favour of Slavery, but I

would fix a Signification to the Words, Free-People, that has not

yet entered into the wise Heads of any Party; and here I shall

agree with the Opinion of the Philosopher, who asserted, That

none but a virtuous Man can be a Free-man; 3 and it is certain, That

whoever is a Slave to his own Vices, will quickly be so to those

of other People. — The real Tyrants of Mankind are carried

in their own Bosoms. — The same Pride that makes an Oyster-

Wench scold, and a Dutchess paint, makes them both miserable.

34
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— I name this Distemper as most Epidemical, and the Root of

the greatest Number of others; but there is no Vice that carries

not some Proportion of its Punishment along with it. — I beg

my gentle Readers to let me perswade them to be temperate,

good-natured, and above all, humble, for one Fortnight, by way
of Experiment: I am sure they will find it the most agreeable

fourteen Days they ever spent in their Lives.— The highest Defi-

nition of worldly Happiness is a sound Mind in a sound Body;

that is to say, a good Conscience, and a healthful Constitution.

Conscience, thou solemn Bond of mutual Trust,

Prop to the Weak and Anchor to the Just.

Fructiferous Root, whence human Virtues spring,

The Subject's Law, the Safety of the King.

Appeas'd by thee, our inward Troubles cease,

Thou guidest our Feet into the Paths of Peace.

Fair Polar Star, whose Influence and Ray3a

Directs our Toil, and manifests our Way.
Should Cloud or Storm thy radiant Beams obscure,

Yet those who hope to follow thee are sure.

Tho' tir'd by Day, they pass the Night in rest,

And going wrong, yet thinking right are blest.
4

This last Line may look as if I favoured Enthusiasm, but

remember that I first of all recommended Humility: I believe

no humble Man ever carried peculiar Notions out of his own
Closet; and under that Restriction, I do not know but a small

Touch of them may be a very innocent Recreation. — Whenever
it breaks out into the Zeal that delights in rending and tearing,

I think the People infected with it, ought to be taken care of in

a proper Place, where they can be in no Danger of spreading

the Contagion; but this is very distant from the Temper of Mind
to which I wish my Friends reduced.— I would cure them of that

Sort of Pride that is tickled when they are appealed to, by design-

ing Men, to judge of Matters they cannot understand, and which

makes them so eager to buy all virulent Papers against their

Superiors, be the Writers never so dull.

Pride is the Source of Envy, and Envy the most terrible Sen-

sation that a human Mind can be afflicted with; (not to speak

of the many other Evils that flow from it.) I shall therefore,

according to the original Design of this Paper, which is to give
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Comfort, endeavour to take this Serpent from their Bosoms, by

shewing them, that these Objects of their Envy have a better Right

to their Pity; and that all Superfluities are Misfortunes to the

poor Creatures, whose Birth or Circumstances subject them to

to the Use of them; and that the real Drudgery of the World is

not performed by the Artizans and Labourers, but by the un-

happy Men who loll in Coaches and Six, with more Uneasiness

than their Footmen ride behind them. 5

How many Temptations have these Wretches to Laziness

and Luxury? What Distempers of Mind and Body are the Con-

sequence? The most rational Enjoyments of Life are removed

at a greater Distance from them than from the rest of Man-
kind. They are seldom sensible of the Endearments of Friend-

ship, and Truth is hid from them both by Flattery and Malice. —
For my Part, I see no greater Object of Compassion than the

Heir to a vast Estate, except it is he who has had so little Sense

as to acquire one, and generally sees the Fruits of his restless

Nights and toilsome Days destin'd to foolish or ungrateful Chil-

dren, or Children that he knows are none of his own; who are to

squander what he has dearly purchased, with the Impairing of

his Health, and perhaps the Loss both of his Reputation and

Virtue.

Such is commonly the Result of a Life spent in Scenes of

Business, with a View of heaping up unnecessary Sums. — It must

be a cruel Reflection to a Man in such miserable Circumstances,

that he was once used to walk on Foot, with all the Strength and

Pleasure of those, that have no other Ways of conveying their

Persons from one Place to another; that he was then courted

by no Body, but welcome to every Body; that all the friendly

Professions made to him were sincere, whilst it was no one's

Interest to be otherwise to him; that he then could perfectly dis-

tinguish those that loved, from those who disliked his Conver-

sation: His Hours are now passed in the Mist raised round him

by his Money, through which almost all Objects appear false to

him, and none clear; he often embraces where he is cheated and

ridiculed; if he has any Friend left, he is very likely to neglect

him, because it is the Custom of Flatterers, to remove any of

that Sort from the Familiarity of their Patron; if he has any
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ill or foolish Inclinations rising up in his Mind, as they intrude

sometimes into the wisest Heads, the Certainty of Applause

provokes him to shew them; and there are always People at

Hand, to lead him into any Path he pleases to chuse, be it never

so destructive to his Constitution, Peace, or Character.

If either Accident or Excesses throw him into Sickness, a

whole Band of Doctors, Apothecaries, and Surgeons, beseige his

House, and force their Way to his Bed-Chamber, where, if they

can prevail on his Weakness to take their Prescriptions, they are

erected into daily Visitants; and it is very probable some or

other of their Medicines will be found necessary for every future

Day of his Life; and his Mind perplexed with perpetual Appre-

hensions of Distempers that they fill his Ears with. I have known

a poor Man break his Leg, and in a few Weeks he was able to

return to his Labour: A rich Man of my Acquaintance had the

same Misfortune, and what is wonderful in a rich Man, had as

good a Constitution as the Ploughman, yet kept his Room as many
Months; and had it not been for his uncommon sound Constitu-

tion, had lost his Life by that unreasonable Confinement, and the

Variety of Tortures he was put to for the Sake of his Fees. — I

could tell a great Number of Stories to this Purpose, but I be-

lieve all my Readers can recollect some on their own Knowledge.

Why then should we envy that Wealth which can only bestow

imaginary Happiness, and assuredly brings with it solid Incon-

veniences. — I believe no one will dispute, except some crack-

brain'd Stoicks, that Pain and Shame are the two most dreadful

Calamities that can touch the Body and the Mind.— I have

already shewn you the Probability of the Wealthy suffering a

double Share of the first. I shall be told, it may be, that it is from

their own Fault, and that it is possible for a rich Man to be as

innocent and as abstinent as a poor Man. I confess the Possibility,

and perhaps there may be two or three such Instances in the three

Kingdoms; but I answer, that I had rather drive ten Yards from

a Precipice, than within half an Inch of it, tho' I were the

skilfulest Coachman in England; and a frugal Meal is the only

certain Preservative against Surfeits.

As to the second Point of my Discourse, it is sure that the

Sense of Shame is not only less poignant in the lower Stations of
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Life, but the Cure of its Consequences only to be found amongst

them. If a great Man loses his Character, tho' by false Report,

it is hardly possible for him ever to clear it: His Name is known
every where, and his Infamy is inseparable from it. If a poor

Man has the Ill-luck to be defamed amongst his Companions, he

has not far to travel, to find a new Set, who never heard any

Mention of him; where he may raise himself a new Reputation,

and never be reproached for the Miscarriages that lost the first.

I have not gone through above half the Considerations that

ought to make us thankful to the Providence that has placed us

in an industrious and laborious Course of Life; but I have said

enough to ease the Envy that some of us bear to those who suffer

real Evils, and abandon real Good, to grasp at Shadows difficult

in the Pursuit, and unpleasing in the Enjoyment.

P.S. I am so Impartial as to see all the Merit of the Paper

call'd Common-Sense of Feb. II.
6 The Folly exposed in it is very

properly the Subject of Ridicule, and ridiculed with Pleasantry;

and as I will always afford those Authors my Praise, when they

are either entertaining or beneficial to the Publick, I shall as freely

take notice of whatever Absurdities they produce, however digni-

fied or distinguished.
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NONSENSE OF COMMON-SENSE

To be continued as long as the Author thinks fit, and the

Publick likes it.

TUESDAY, March 14. 1738.

Nam neque Divitibus contingant Gaudia solis.

Hor. 1

There is one Vice, which I think peculiar to this Age (at

least the Degree of it to which we seem to be arrived) I mean
Impudence.— 'Tis the Fashion to be asham'd of nothing but

Bashfulness. — There certainly have been Nations more dis-

solute, more cruel, and as venal as ours; but there was always

kept up in Writings and Conversations a Sort of respectful Def-

erence for Virtue.— Temperance, Valour, and Generosity, met

with Applause in the utmost Decline of the Roman Empire. — An
honest Man is now obliged, under Pain of being stigmatized with

the Reproach of being singular and whimsical, to conceal all

Sentiments of Honour or Humanity; and very polite People

compliment one another publickly in a Stile not much unlike that

of the Ladies in the Beggar's Opera, and for Actions altogether

as inconsistent with the Maxims of Morality.

Bravery and Chastity, the antient Idols of the two Sexes, are

not only left without Worshippers, but trampled on and despis'd.

— I confess some of their Zealots (the Duellists and Prudes)

invented very extravagant Ceremonies to shew their Homage,
which I am not sorry are abolished; but I could wish that Gentle-

men were ashamed of being abused, and that avowed Strumpets

were not receiv'd into the best Company.— It is now an Excuse

for either to say, he could not resent for fear of losing his In-

terest; or she could not refuse having but a small Fortune : Nay,
it is a Sort of Merit in People to get the better of natural Shame,
when Money is in their Way; and we have such an Aversion to

the very Shadow of Virtue, that, I believe the very same Actions

39
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would still be infamous, if it could be proved, that a young Man
put up an Affront, from a Principle of Christian Meekness; or

a young Woman was debauched, from too much Truth and

Tenderness.

All our modern Writers follow this System. — We are always

mistaking Knavery for Wisdom, and Luxury for Politeness.—
I shall be told that I forget the Churches are still open, and that

we have Weekly Sermons full of Piety and Morality; but I

am afraid they have no farther Influence on our Manners, than

the Exercises of the Militia have in teaching the English Youth

the Art of War. 'Tis true, we have our regular training Days,

and we may see there the old Methods of mustering, attacking,

&c. but alas ! few are the Spectators, generally of very low Rank,

and even those oftner laugh at the Performers, than any way
profit by their Show.

The present fashionable Depravity of Sentiments (a more

proper Expression than Depravity of Manners, many talking

lewdly who live soberly) I take to be much heighten'd by the

Variety of stupid Libels, with which this Age abounds.

Writing was once a Philosophick Pride

:

Th' inspir'd Poet scorn' d the World beside.

Now of all Trades, the last and meanest Cheat:
They praise to drink, and satyrize to eat.

2

I forbear speaking of the Injuries which such Writings may
do occasionally to private Families; but they have one very

pernicious Effect on the Publick, I mean lessening the Value

People ought to set on Reputation, which was once a very great

Restraint on Vice, even to those whose ill Dispositions inclined

them to the Practice of it.— We see now frequently Heaps of

miserable Verses sold by the Help of initial Letters, which are

sometimes ingeniously contrived to serve for several Names,

that the Reader may apply as best suits his own ill Nature, and

the Author perhaps escape beating, by throwing the Applica-

tion from one to another; and this Propagation of Scandal takes

off the Fear of it.
3

I am not accusing these Writers of any Malice.— I know
they only look on Defamation as a Branch of Trade.— The Art
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of Poetry is now grown so thoroughly Mechanical, that, if my
Conscience would suffer me, I would bind my youngest Son 'Pren-

tice to an eminent Poet; it is sure Bread to a Boy that has a good

Memory, and a Knack at Crambo. 4— I have myself observed

their Method so nicely, that I have a great Insight into the Mys-

teries of their Profession. — Sometimes they quarrel amongst

themselves, only intending to sell a Paper on both Sides.—
So Fig and Sutton seem inflamed with spite,

And charm Spectators with a bloody Fight:

Yet by the Friendly Battle all they mean,
To draw a Crowd, and calmly share the Gain. 5

When the Town will read no more of their Squabble, another

Club join to Praise one another. — The Doctor's Raillery is so

Polite! Mr. What d'y'call'm's Lines are so strong! and Mr.

you know who's Stile's so sublime, that we are all Fools, Block-

heads, and Scoundrels, that do not see such apparent Beauties. —
This judicious Mixture of Praise and Satyr never fails to get off

one Impression.— I cannot help looking upon Poetry (the Mis-

tress of my Youth) with the same Compassion and Abhorrence,

the Angel in Milton does on Lucifer,

How chang'd! How fall'n!
6

Since Cowley, Wiclnerley, Congreve, Addison, not one Lam-
poon is extant under their Names; with what Indignation would

any of them have received the Proposition of Gain by such

Methods? Even out of my humble Cell, (vulgarly called a

Garret) I can despise these Practitioners of Rhime, and am re-

solved either to be read innocently, or not read at all. — Like

an honest Courtier (for I will positively believe the possible

Existence of such a Species) who had rather remain without Ad-

vancement, than obtain it by undermining his Patron. — The
Race of Libellers will answer me by asserting, That it is their

great Zeal against Vice, that provokes them.— Give me leave to

tell them, that as there are few in the World perfectly Good,

there are not many thoroughly Vicious; one good Quality is

enough to hinder a Character from being compleatly bad, and

should save it from publick Infamy; but if they would forbear
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this stigmatizing a Man's Name, and confine their Censure to

single Actions, even there, it is impossible to judge fairly; ex-

cept they knew all attending Circumstances which relate to them.

— But I do these Creatures too much Honour to speak to

them in this Manner, after having given a true Account of the

real Motives of their Satyrs and Panegyricks.— Yet I am afraid

Mr. Dryden's Lines are too near Truth.

On Eagles Wings immortal Scandals fly,

While virtuous Actions are but born and die.
7

I will save as many as I can from Oblivion, I will praise,

though with the Peril of being insipid; nay, I will praise a first

Minister, a Minister whom I never saw, nor shall see, who
never brib'd either me or any of my Acquaintance; I mean Car-

dinal Fleury, born for a Blessing to his Country, who makes her

Greatness and neglects his own: 8
I shall compare him to Richleu

and Mazarine, 9 with as much Impartiality as is to be seen in any

of Plutarch's Comparisons, and shew that Power may subsist

without degenerating into Tyranny or Luxury.
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AN EXPEDIENT TO PUT A STOP TO THE 1

SPREADING VICE OF CORRUPTION
There is no occasion for Eloquent declamations to prove the

daily Growth of this fashionable vice: every mans own memory
will furnish him with all most as many instances of it, as he has

Neighbors or Acquaintance, & most mens own consciences present

them with some certain knowledge of it. The Evil Effect of it in

the public administration has long been the Theme of that Vir-

tuous Patriot, the Craftsman, but I wish with all my Heart it

would stop there, ( with his leave) The Effect it has on private

Life is much worse, the neglect of public Honour lessens & at

length takes off all regard, to the private, the Mind takes a turn

of being Vain of Infamy, & every sort of baseness is not only

avow'd but applauded if it appears profitable, all the sentiments

of Humanity or Gratitude are look'd upon as childish prejudices,

& people of the Highest rank in Life, talk every day over their

Wine, & Tea, Maxims one would only expect to hear in the holds

of Newgate; 2 they transfer the Praise that was once given to

Generosity, Valour, & Integrity (obsolete words) to embroider'd

Coats, Brussells Lace, Jewells, & Equipage, consequently the most

Honourable Man is him, that posesses these Virtues in the

Highest degree, & most tenacious of them, for these a man may
rob, poisen, cheat, inform, nay on occasion, be kick'd, spit upon,

& publickly affronted, nothing is mean that leads to the great

End of acquiring Money, without wch there can be no fine

Houses nor fine Equipages, & this seems so truly the Universal

passion, that all I can perceive by the politicks on both sides, is

the struggle who shall get most of it & a sincere disertation upon

Partys, would shew you, the one cants, & the other votes with

the same ultimate view. 3 The Man that has sold his vote, has

taken the order of Roguery upon him, solemnly renounc'd shame,

& from that moment gives himselfe no farther trouble either to

be or appear Honest, in any part of Life, so far Corruption in-

fluences our National Morality, as to Learning of what kind so

ever it is all most equally destructive to it. The Younger Brothers

45
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of Gentlemen's familys, were certain recruits to Law, Divinity,

the navy, the Army, & in order to their advancement in any of

these professions, they with Emulation endeavor
1

d to excell in

those parts of knowledge that could distinguish them, Now, as

soon as a [Lad] 4 has reach'd one & twenty, if his views are a

ship, a Regiment, or a solicitors place in any of the offices, he

& his Family for him use all their endeavors to squeeze him

into parliamt, & a Campaign there shall set him nearer his

wishes, then 7 years study in any of the Inns of Court, or 7 years

service on board the Fleet or in the Army. This piece of skill is

so notoriously known & most men are in such haste to get

money, that all Education will shortly be thought needless after

2 year old, when the gennerallity of children can say plainly,

No, & Yes, when they are bid. I have sufficiently set forth the

Evil of Corruption, & it has been often most pompously per-

form'd by abler pens, but How can we prevent this contagion

after it has gain'd so strong a Head that it passes among For-

eigners for a part of our Constitution?

I humbly propose we may have no more Parliaments, &
that I may be heard impartially a few words in favour of this

bold proposition, before it be absolutly condemn'd. I entirely

agree with our Patriots that Parliamts are an Essential part of

our Body Politic, & I believe no man alive will deny but that legs

& arms are essential & usefull Parts of the Human Body, but

when a Leg or an Arm is so far corrupted, that there appears

no possibility of restoreing it to its primitive soundness all wise

Physicians advise the lopping it to stop the spreading Corruption,

& no Man would be thought in his senses that would chuse to

perish whole, rather than lose a part that no longer answer'd the

end of its being.

I perceive I have rais'd against me all the clamour of the

Cato's of the Age, & am concluded to be the most impudent

of the ministers vermin, & one of the meanest that in the in-

genious Dr Swifts phrase (in the usual purity of his Language) 5

are said to lick a Scoundrel Statesman spittle, but I here solemnly

declare in the Face of God & the Holy Angels, that I nor any of

my Friends either enjoy or hope to enjoy, any place in the Gov-

ernmt, as to my Friends I think it is all most impossible, for I
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know none that I have, as to my selfe I am sure it is impossible

for a private reason that I have, wch I do not think fit to show

any Man alive. My proposal proceeds from a sincere Love to

my poor Countrymen who to preserve the Shadow of a Liberty

wch they never had are enslav'd by the worst & basest methods.

We have a King upon the Throne who both by Nature, & Edu-

cation, has realy many excellent & Heroic Virtues, he is naturally

sincere wch is the Foundation of all Honour, & incompatible

with a base abject mind, his innate Bravery makes him despise

a disguise, & when ever he is compell'd to wear it, it is visible

that it sits heavily upon him, & he throws it off as soon as pos-

sible. Sr R W is as Honest as his present post gives him leave to

be, & when ever he acts contrary to his principles of Justice &
good nature, he thinks him selfe led into it by the temptations of

Fear or Necessity; that the force of Temptation has a great

weight on the Human mind, we are taught to believe even by

our Saviour who thought it a more proper prayer that we might

not to be led into it, than that we might resist it, wch is all most

asking a miracle to assist us.
5a Now if we Good People (I now

speak to real Commons of England not their pretended repre-

sentatives) had the sense to make the K a present of our Nom-
inal Liberty all at once, in a Handsome manner, we should leave

him at Liberty to act the dictates of his own Royal mind without

constraint, & his minister would not (as the poor man is now
often forc'd to do) advance a known Block head or Scoundrel,

wch even he knows to be such, to a good place because he is cousin

to the wives brother of the wife of a Parliamt man, nor would

a man of real merit & learning dye unobserv'd in a little curacy,

or starve in a Garret in Lincolns inn for want of such Alliance.

Merit would then [be] the road to preferment, Emulation would

be rais'd amongst the younger sort, & every one endeavor to

shine in his profession when there was no other way to be dis-

tinguished in it, sense, probity, & courage would be recommenda-

tions at Court, instead of the Influence over a county, or the part

play'd at the last Election, & Honr be no longer the jest of polite

Company, when it did not appear to them necessary to explode a

Notion, by wch all [are] supposed Rascals that seek their vote,

people of Quality would then (at least their discourse) set a
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value upon Honesty when they had no opportunity of parting

with it publickly, & this discourse would influence the minds of

their inferiors, that now in their turn, openly avow a contempt

for everything but Gain, in order to imitate their Betters, the

Clergy would by degrees regain a Veneration & Esteem that is

now entirely lost by their venal voteing in the House of Lords,

& people may begin to believe it possible that they themselves

may be persuaded of the Truth of what they preach, when

they do not know, that they are a band of prostitute pensioners

gapeing (& those that can talk) prateing for better Transla-

tions.
6 The Country Gentlemen would live in the Country, &

their Ladys have no pretence to weary them out of their Lives,

till they get them to London in order to get a place,
7
their Es-

tates would not be mortgag'd (as now above half of them are)

by expensive Elections, not to reckon the quarrels, Lawsuits, &
train of ills, occasion'd by contention of neighboring Squires,

Hospitality, good nature, & all the social virtues might again

flourish amongst us, our Court might be Honnourable, & our

Country Happy, I see no body that has any reason to oppose this

Scheme, but those who are conscious to themselves, that they

have nothing to recommend them but a certain profligacy of

Principles that renders them proper tools in a mix'd Governmt,

& would certainly be laid aside as useless in a plain one. How!
cry out the whole set of Patriots, would you introduce Arbi-

trary power? is not this as ridiculous as a child that will not

bear the taste of Physic, till it is call'd Sack Wine & then drink

it down very greedily? 8 what would you think of a Nation in the

Indies, where the King civilly desired to be absolute, upon wch
all the people as with one voice, roar'd, Sr, you shall not be

absolute, & we will sacrifice our Fortunes, Lives, wives, & chil-

dren rather than suffer it, but here, if you please to accept of

£900000 pr Ann: (wch we present you for that purpose) to dis-

tribute amongst 500 of the greatest scoundrels amongst us, you

may then at yr own will & pleasure dispose of our Lives fortunes

& all that belongs to us, but on any other terms, we scorn to hear

of it.

Is not this the plain state of the Case? But say they, have

you that implicite Faith, in the K & minister to believe it im-
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possible for them to be mistaken in the choice of those they

prefer, may not they be blinded by Passion, prejudices, & false

informations? doubtless as they have no supernatural gifts, they

may be liable to mistakes in the distribution of favours, but these

mistakes would be rare, they would rather & oftner prefer men
of sense & Honr than fools, & Rascals, at least it would be no

recommendation, to have forsaken a mans freinds or renounced

his principles, the K who is himselfe Honest, would take pleasure

in preferring an Honest man, & Sr R. who went formerly to

school himselfe, would shew some value for a scholar, 9 & at

worst, if our late posterity should see on the Throne a knavish

King, & he should employ even a wicked minister, the greatest

Villain upon Earth does not love another Villain, if they have no

dirty work for them to do, they will chuse to employ men of

Reputation & Honr & I am so well convinced of the universal

benefit that would arise from this proposal, I heartily pray God
could open the Eyes of the people to see it as plain as I do, &
instead [of] bellowing about the excise, & mobbing the Min-

ister,
10

the whole city would rise, & with a great deal of good
manners, surround the parliamt House the first day of their

meeting, & telling them plainly they are a pernicious set of

people who assume to them selves a power of defrauding poor

Tradesmen of just debts, turn them all out of Doors, distinguish-

ing some few, by some Gentle Kicks, & assure them they should

meet there no more, to cant Liberty, & promote Slavery, talk

pertly of the King & sell the Subject.



ANNOTATIONS TO THE ESSAYS

The only printed copies which are recorded (all of which I have seen) are

No. VI in the Wortley Papers, Nos. II-IX in the Hope Collection of news-

papers in the Bodleian, and Nos. I, V-VIII in the Yale University Library.

The mottoes in English and in Latin that introduce several of the essays

appear also on the manuscript copies.

No. I, Friday, December 16, 1737.

(1) The first issue of Common Sense was published February 5, 1737.

(la) The manuscript calls it "pernicious" paper!

(lb) Because she masquerades as a male "Author" throughout the series,

Lady Mary's manuscript states: "their pretty female Hearts." Her printer

(or editor) changed "their" to "our."

(2) Peaudesoys (skin-of-silk) : thick silk with a dull satin finish. (The

Oxford English Dictionary records the first use of this word in the second half

of the 19th century!) Lady Mary's manuscript copy of the essay gives

"paduasois" (silk-from-Padua).

Most of the variations between Lady Mary's manuscript drafts and the

printed copies are inconsequential; the significant ones are noted in these

Annotations.

(3) Several weeks before, black bombazine (a cloth containing no wool!)

rose in price from 6 1. [pounds] a piece (40-50 yards) to 15 1. {General Eve-

ning Post, November 26-29, 1737.)

(4) See Introduction, p. xxi.

(5) The manuscript continues: "in a free country"

(6) This sympathy was not undeserved, and the unfortunate workers were

actively forming "combinations" or unions to improve their lot. (Brisco, Eco-

nomic Policy of Robert Walpole , 176-79.)

(7) The N.B. in this paper, as well as in later ones, is not in the manu-
script.

No. II, Tuesday, December 27, 1737.

(1) Here is an involuntary admission by Lady Mary that the "Author"
is a woman.

(2) Lady Mary repeats these ideas on women in her letters (II, 227, 230:

1753).

(3) A speech delivered in the House of Commons by Edward Wortley
Montagu or Sir John Barnard (both of whom introduced the bill) states that

"The Reduction of Interest may, perhaps, force some People into Trade."

([R. Chandler], History . . . House of Commons, IX, 419.)

(4) The manuscript does not contain the phrases: "that the longer it stays,

the more we pay," and "without valuable Consideration." Nor does it have

the footnote.

50
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(5) From Marlowe's Doctor Faustus, when the Horse Courser complains

of the horse that "Doctor Fustian" has sold him.

(6) The manuscript does not contain: "of those days"

(7) In 1717 the interest on the sinking-fund was lowered from six to five

per cent and in 1725 to four per-cent. (Brisco, Economic . . . Walpole, 59.)

(8) One of these "exclaimers" was Walpole who pointed out, when the

Bill was read, that its salutary effects would benefit those as yet unborn.

(Brisco, 73.)

(9) The manuscript does not contain: "or like a Lover that, &c." For an

explanation, see Introduction, p. xii.

(10) This refers to Common Sense of December 17, 1737, which describes

the plot of the opera Camilla, using it as an allegory to attack Walpole. In it,

Metius (the Minister) gains the favor of Prince Prenesto (the King) by

appealing to his love for his consort Camilla (the Queen). The writer in

Common Sense was shocked at seeing King Latinus (not Prince Prenesto, as

Lady Mary mistakenly asserts) played by "old Hall the cheese-monger."

Camilla, by Marcantonio Bononcini (1675-1726), had been popular in Eng-

land since 1706. The opera must have been presented before Nov. 20, 1737— to

have been reviewed by the Opposition paper— because the Queen's death on

that date closed the theatres until the following January. Allardyce Nicoll

(History of Early Eighteenth Century Drama 1700-1750, 1925) lists no per-

formance of this opera after 1728.

No. Ill, Tuesday, January 3, 1738.

(1) This, of course, is a pun on the sterility of the castrato singers.

(2) A more vigorous denunciation of the singers was delivered in Parlia-

ment by James Erskine on March 5, 1735:

"It is astonishing to all Europe, that Italian eunuchs and signoras should

have set salaries equal to those of the Lords of the Treasury and Judges of

England, besides the vast gains which these animals make by presents, by

benefit nights, and by performing in private Houses; so that they carry away
with them sums sufficient to purchase estates in their own country [i.e. Sene-

sino], where their wisdom for it is as much esteemed, as our vanity and foolish

extravagance laughed at and despised." (T. C. Hansard, Cobbett's Parliamen-

tary History of England, IX (1735), 946-47.)

(3) A bankrupt in June, 1737, Handel resumed his productions in No-
vember, only to be forced to stop by the Queen's death. On January 7, 1738,

he resumed his season.

(4) One of the sensational castrati of the day. He had quarreled with

Handel and joined the rival company of Porpora. But before the publication

of the periodical, in 1735, he had left England and retired to Italy. (G. Grove,
Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 1927, IV, 714.)

(5) Heidegger, who produced Handel's operas.

(6) The Royal Academy of Music sponsored the opera company conducted

by Handel at the Haymarket Treatre from 1720 to 1728. One of the reasons

for its failure was the heated rivalry of its singers. (F. De Menil, "Handel et

la Royal Academy of Music," Revue Internationale de Musique, Paris, No. 22,

February 15, 1899, pp. 1352-63.) Once during its last season, Faustina and

Cuzzoni had amused the audience with a squabble on the stage.
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(7) This jibe was directed at the Opposition (contemptuously called

"Patriots") whose "Opera of the Nobility" (from 1734 to 1737) performed in

rivalry to Handel's company, which the King patronized. Both companies

failed in June, 1737. (Edwards, History of the Opera, 1862, I, 140-41.) The
partisan spirit of the Opera of the Nobility must have been vividly remembered.

See Introduction, pp. xv-xvi.

(8) Farinelli, another castrato of great fame, sang with the Opera of the

Nobility under Porpora, his former teacher. On June 11, 1737, he set out

for Spain. There he captivated the King and Royal Family to such a degree that

he remained for twenty-five years, rising to power and riches. In 1770 Farinelli,

retired in Italy, told Charles Burney "of the part which the late Prince of

Wales took with that [opera] managed by the nobility; and the Queen and

Princess Royal with that which was under the direction of Handel." {Present

State of Music in France and Italy . . . ., 1771, 216-17.)

(9) For the political implications of this passage, see Introduction, p. xvi.

(10) Whoever the lady was (if any specific one), Senesino's popularity with

his audience was amusingly notorious. John Gay wrote to Swift in 1722-23:

"There is nobody allowed to say 'I sing,' but an eunuch, or an Italian woman
... in all polite conversations, Senesino is daily voted to be the greatest man
that ever lived." (Swift, Correspondence, ed. Ball, 1912, III, 154-55.)

(11) Both were women. Cuzzoni had sung in London in 1734 (with

Farinelli and Senesino), and Faustina had sung there before 1730.

(12) A pun on the bells of St. Mary-le-Bow.

(13) See Annotation (2) for No. Ill, above.

(14) This is an indirect reference to Walpole's excise taxes. See Intro-

duction, pp. xvi-xvii.

(15) Castrati were at that time used in the Papal choirs in Rome. Burney
{General History of Music, 1789, IV, 40-44) speaks also with detestation of

this practice, but he admired the artistry of the singers.

No. IV, Tuesday, January 10, 1738.

The London Magazine for January, 1738, reprinted part of this essay,

entitling it "Of Levees," with the following introduction:

"There having lately appear'd a new Paper, under the Title of, The Non-
sense of Common Sense, we shall give our Readers the following Extract

from that of Jan. 10. N 4."

(1) H th: Hogarth; P n: Parson. By this time Hogarth had
already published The Harlot's Progress (1732) and The Rake's Progress

(1735).

(2) Satires, I, vi. See Introduction above, p. xxii.

No. V, Tuesday, January 17, 1738.

(1) Thomas D'Urfey (1653-1723) and Tom Brown (1663-1704). Both
were popular writers not noted for the nicety of their expression. Lady Mary's
personal library, oddly enough, contained a copy of D'Urfey's Stories Moral
and Comical, First Edition [1707].

(2) This is sheer truth. See Introduction, p. xii.

(3) See Introduction, p. xxii.

(4) See Introduction, p. xv.
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(4a) The manuscript continues: "all my writers are paid, &"

(5) This is sheer fiction, for the third essay of the series is not in praise

of love and friendship, nor was any issue of the periodical printed by any other

than J. Roberts.

(6) Nos. VIII and IX stated, on the bottom of their verso sides, that the

paper was sold (also) by Mrs. Nutt at the Royal-Exchange and by Mrs.

Dodd at Temple-Bar.

No. VI, Tuesday, January 24, 1738.

This essay was reprinted in its entirety in the London Magazine for January.

(1) Common Sense of January 14, praised opera because of the "com-

position admitting of no application," and warned of all dramatic pieces be-

cause they "soften the Heart, and inflame the Imagination."

(2) A character in Etherege's The Man of Mode.
(2b) This is a reversal of an earlier opinion Lady Mary held, when she

wrote

:

I sacrific'd both modesty and ease,

Left operas and went to filthy plays

;

Double-entendres shock'd my tender ear ....

("Roxana; or, The Drawing-Room," Town Eclogues, 1716 [Letters and

Works, II, 433]).

(3) Perhaps from George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, To Mr. Clifford,

On His Human Reason: "The world is made up for the most part of fools

and knaves."

(4) See Introduction, p. xxvi.

(5) The manuscript continues: "& I own I suspect something like this

device under the raillerys that are so freely apply 'd to ye Fair sex."

(6) Addison's Cato describes his fortitude in Act III of the play, in the

speech beginning:

Have you forgotten Lybia's burning waste

Its barren rocks, parch'd earth, and hills of sand . . .

(7) On her own copy of the printed paper, Lady Mary interpolated the

word "But" to begin the sentence: "I would . .
." The "But" also appears

on her manuscript draft!

No. VII, Tuesday, February 14, 1738.

Reprinted in part in the London Magazine and in the Gentleman's Maga-
zine for February.

(1) The manuscript continues: "without any touch of Politicks."

(2) The chief paper of the Ministry. See Introduction, p. xiii.

(3) In 1712, during the run of the Spectator, Steele began his political

pamphleteering which led to his expulsion from the House of Commons in

1714.

(4) From An Essay on Translated Verse, published 1684.

Immodest words admit of no defence;

For want of Decency, is want of Sense.

(1709 ed., p. 9.)
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(5) From Earl of Mulgrave (later Duke of Buckingham), 1648-1721,

An Essay on Poetry, 1709, p. 6.

Here, as in all things else, is most unfit

Bare Ribaldry, that poor Pretence to Wit;

(7) From the ode "Of Wit," stanza 6, in Cowley's Miscellanies (1656),

reprinted in his Works, ed. Grosart (1881), I, 136.

(8) Horace Walpole wrote that this number of Common Sense "was writ-

ten by Lord Chesterfield, but I suppose was omitted [from his Miscellaneous

Works\ for its great indecency." Quoted in Coxon, op. cit., 218.

(9) Disreputable districts of London at this time.

(10) "Virtue is greedy of danger." (De Providentia, Cap. 4.)

(11) The manuscript continues: "non est hilaritate, nee lascivia, nee risu,

aut joco comite levitatis, sed saepe etiam tristes firmitate & constantia sunt

beati, that is Ladys . .
." (From De Finibus Bonorum et Malorum, II, xx.)

(12) "dulce est desipere in loco," Horace, Odes, IV, xii, 28.

(13) Curiously enough, Lady Mary here quotes a line from the very

ballad she is condemning. The line: "'Cause there was a pretty Jest in't"

comes from the seventh stanza of "The Winchester Christening." (A New
Collection of Songs and Poems, Part II, 1687, p. 107.) See Annotation (1)

for No. V for another reference to D'Urfey.

(14) The manuscript continues:

I must own I have heard of such a thing as Political Bawdy, I have an

ancient manuscript by me of ye memories of old Hugh Spencer first minis-

ter to Edward ye second, where he confesses that he us'd to mix Bawdy
in his politick conferences with great Success, he charm'd several country

Gentlemen with ye familiarity of his expressions, & now & then made some
young Fellows forget the arguments they came prepar'd to oppose, by

tickling their fancys with the remembrance of their Brothel diversions,

But these were his private arts of Government, & he says in another place

that he gave orders to all his authors in pay, never to talk Bawdy without

mixing a great deal of Wit with it, & this Injunction was so severe, they

never wrote any, at all. if you (common sense club) would make the same
Resolution, I am persuaded that all yr Future papers tho they might be

very dull, would at least be very decent.

No. VIII, Tuesday, February 21, 1738.

(1) The manuscript continues in a passage partially crossed out: "(who by

a shamefull [ ] can generally write & read)"

(2) After the Gin Act went into effect September 29, 1736, the riots and

agitation continued. (General Evening Post, 1737-38 passim.) See Introduc-

tion, p. xvi.

(3) This brief quotation seems to be from Confucius: "Virtuous, he

[man] is free from anxieties . .
." (Analects, Book XIV, ch. 30.) The Morals

of Confucius was published in London in 1691 and 1724.

(3a) ".
. . whose influencing Ray" in the manuscript. The ungrammatical

syntax that follows is thus not Lady Mary's!

(4) This verse, apparently by Lady Mary, has at least its sincerity to

recommend it.
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(5) See Introduction, p. xxv.

(6) This paper, by Chesterfield, satirizes excessive attention to cuisine and

eating. The satire, however, broadens to attack Walpole, whose gluttony and

obesity were often ridiculed by his enemies and friends.

No. IX, Tuesday, March 14, 1738.

(1) "For enjoyments do not appertain to the wealthy alone." From
Epistles, I, xvii, 9.

(2) Apparently by Lady Mary.

(3) See Introduction, p. xxii.

(4) Here again is a complaint for which Pope was her model. In her

"Court of Dulness," (II, 473) she wrote of him:

Tinctur'd by these [books], proceeds his love of rhyme,

Milton he scorns, but Crambo thinks divine.

(5) James Figg was the most famous pugilist of the time. He was beaten

only once— by Ned Sutton, the Pipemaker of Gravesend, whom he fought

several times. (H. D. Miles, Pugilistica / The History of British Boxing,

1906, I, 8-12.) Figg had died in 1734 (of natural causes), and we have here

another example of Lady Mary's use of references not exactly contemporary

with her publication.

(6) This is misquoted by Lady Mary from Paradise Lost, Book I, line 84.

It should read: ".
. . O how fall'n! how chang'd"

(7) From Juvenal's Ninth Satire, translated by Stephen Hervey. Dryden
translated other satires of Juvenal, but not the ninth. Lady Mary attributed

this to him probably because it was included in The Satyrs of . . . Juvenal and

. . . ,Persius translated . . . By Mr. Dryden, and . . . other Hands .... Her
personal library contained a copy of the 3rd edition (1702).

(8) See Introduction, p. xvi.

(9) In No. VI (p. 27), Lady Mary calls Mazarine "the most successful

Plunderer of his Master."

An Expedient to Put a Stop to the Spreading Vice

op Corruption

Lady Mary must have written this essay between 1735 and 1737. The
election of the Parliament of 1735 was followed by charges of widespread

corruption, and this essay projects a method of eliminating that corruption—
by eliminating Parliament! The off-hand manner in which the mobbing of

Walpole is mentioned at the end of the essay would indicate that the Excise

Bill rioting of 1733 was an event remembered rather than recently experienced.

(The rioting was repeated on its anniversary in 1734, but this time Walpole
stayed out of its way.)

The basis for the terminal date (1737) is that the Craftsman — which is

attacked in this essay— did not appear regularly after February, 1737, when
Common Sense took over the field of journalistic opposition. Lady Mary
would not have bothered to refute the Craftsman when its publication was
sporadic. Besides, less than a year after Common Sense appeared, she was
writing to refute it, but this time she was writing for publication.
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(1) "ye" in the manuscript. Except for the (ye) and them (ym), the

spelling, punctuation, and capitalization of the original manuscript are re-

tained.

(2) Lady Mary repeats this idea in No. VII (p. 32) of her periodical.

(3) This attitude, that there are rogues on both sides, she expresses in

No. I (p. 2).

(4) Partially obliterated.

(5) In her letters (I, 502; II, 252-54) and verse (II, 473) Lady Mary
airs her dislike of Swift and of his works, which she sarcastically mentions

here.

(5a) Lady Mary's interpretation of Scripture here is as ingenious as in

Numb. VI (p. 27).

(6) Transfers of church posts.

(7) "Heaven send us a controverted Election, then I shall go to that dear

delightful Place [the Town] once more," says Mrs. Mayoress in Fielding's

Pasquin, Act II, Sc. 1.

(8) Lady Mary uses a similar comparison in No. II (p. 7).

(9) Walpole was elected to King's College, Cambridge, on a scholarship

from Eton, but he left after two years when he became heir to his father's

estate.

(10) The mobbing of Walpole is dramatically described in a letter from

Col. the Hon. Charles Howard to Lord Carlisle in MSS of the Earl of

Carlisle, op. cit., p. 108.
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